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Clark chosen as
Watt's successor
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan yesterday named his national
security adviser, William Clark, to
succeed James Watt as secretary of
the interior.

cided to turn once again to someone
who has been a trouble shooter and a
result-oriented professional.
"So it is with a good deal of pleasure
that I tell you that I have asked my
assistant for national security affairs,
"He is a God-fearing Westerner, a Judge Bill Clark, to be my nominee
fourth-generation rancher, a person I for this cabinet position, Reagan
trust and I think he will be a great said.
*
secretary of the interior," Reagan
said.
CLARK ONCE was Reagan's chief
The president made the announce- of staff when Reagan was governor of
ment at the end of a talk to women California. Reagan appointed him in
leaders of Christian religious organi- 1973 to the California Supreme Court.
zations.
In 198L early in Reagan's presi"I think he is succeeding a very fine dency, Clark was summoned from
secretary of the interior, the presi- California to become the deputy secretary of state. This placed a longtime Reagan confidante in a key job
Reagan told his audience that "I under then-Secretary of State Alexanwant to share with you a decision that der Haig.
I've just made. After examining the
He was named national security
records of more than two dozen fine
potential nominees for the position of adviser in February 1982, replacing
secretary of the interior. I have de- Richard Allen.

Airlines lose money
by Janet Pavosko
reporter

University tour

photo/Dennis Murray

" ~'.~BbmetMy tour guide Barbara Coliuir, sophomor* journalism major, shows Falrview Park High
School senior John Hughes and his mother Sally Hughes around campus. Following close behind
is another tour guide, Brian Powers, junior economics major. Seventy-two University students
work part time as tour guides and the Undergraduate Admissions Office is currently seeking
volunteers to conduct University tours on the morning of Oct. 29, the University's annual Preview
Day which attracted over 1.600 visitors last year. Interested students should contact Assistant
Director of Admissions Cheryl Krocker in McFall Center.

Last year the airline industry lost a
record $733 million and now is in
danger of losing more as labor and
fuel costs rise.
Sines the industry's deregulation in
1978, the price of fuel has doubled, the
price of labor has risen and the Federal Aviation Administration has set a
ceiling level on fares with no floor
level.
According to Donald Fletcher, director of aviation at the Toledo Express Airport, the onset of
competition Drought by the deregulation of airlines has caused some
major carriers to cut flights.
Fletcher said there are still about
40 flights a day at the airport, with

TWA being the airport's only carrier
in trouble.
"Prior to 1978, airlines were totally
regulated, including cities served and
rales (based upon milage) which literally meant that airlines were guaranteed a profit," Fletcher said.
"Basically anytime an airline
wanted to buy new equipment, all
they had to do was to raise their fares,
he said."
FLETCHER SAID since the deregulation an airline can now enter or
leave a market at any time no matter
how many other carriers are in that
market.
He added that with these factors,
very few carriers have made money
since more than one billion dollars
profit is needed to pay for new aircrafts.

Residents fear factory Woman reports rape
GOLDEN, Colo. (AP) - Time was
when the wind-Wasted stretch of Colorado prairie called Rocky Flats was
as desolate as Its name sounded.
Then, in the late 1940s, surveyors
from the Atomic Energy Commission
came to build a nuclear weapons
plant
Today, 30 years since it began operations, many Denver residents tear
Rocky Flats is the bomb factory in the
spreading city's backyard. More than
100,000 people live within 10 miles of
theplant.
The plant is no stranger to demonstrations, and organizers expect thousands of anti-war and anti-nuclear
activists to join hands and encircle
the 8,500-acre plant grounds Oct. IS. It
is to be the first of anti-arms demonstrations scheduled in the nation in
coming weeks.
The plant makes plutonium trigtor nuclear bombs, hence the
of radioactive Contamination.

e

Federal officials and Rockwell International, the company that runs
Rocky Flats for the government, said
they're running a safe operation.
Safety improvements have been
made, they said, and health and security measures are strict.

cent of the work at Rocky Flats, than
of isotope 340, which is more commonly found in bomb fallout, according to a 1975-82 federal-state study by
Dr. John Cobb, professor of preventive medicine at the University of
Colorado Medical School.

BUT THERE are worries: At least
one death was traced to Rocky Flats,
cancer rates are higher near the
plant, and plutonium was discovered,
through autopsies, in the bodies of
nearby residents in recent years.
Jerry Langheim, a spokesman for
Rockwell International, said the plutonium levels determined by autopsies were the same as those found In
bodies around the world because of
radioactive fallout from nuclear
bomb tests.

In addition, Cobb reported, the percentages of 239 and 140 found in the
bodies were similar to those found in
the soil at Rocky Flats.

The bodies of the Coloradans, however, showed a higher concentration
of "weapons-grade" plutonium 239,
the particular isotope used in 93 per-

When the AEC announced its plans
to build the Rocky Flats plant 18 miles
northwest of Denver in 1951, its 1,000
jobs were greeted as good news by
some. Others were uneasy.
Then-Gov. Dan Thornton worried
that it would be as much a bomb
target as a place to make them. "I
wouldn't be against moving the state
capital to Gunnison," a city 145 miles
away in the mountains, Thornton
said.

Grenade injures Marine
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) - An assailant in a speeding car hurled a
hand grenade at American Marines
guarding the temporary offices of the
US. Embassy in Beirut yesterday,
slightly wounding one of them, an
Embassy spokesman said.
John Stewart, the spokesman, said
the grenade was thrown at the main
Marine security checkpoint in front of
the Duraford building. "The Marines

had no time to react. The car sped off
toward the (heart of the) city,'TStewart said.
He said "one Marine was slightly
injured," but would not give the name
or the rank of the wounded guard.
U.S. Embassy offices were set up at
the beachfront building after the
bombing of the U.S. Embassy, about
400 yards away, on April 18. That
bomb demolished the entire facade of

-the bottom lineOld balls
give pigs

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) - Where do
old bowling balls go when they die?
In Iowa, the nation's No. 1 porkproducing state, they frequently wind
up in a "nog haven - as .toys in a pig
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•'It gives them'something to do,"
Dallas Bowman explained. He often
puts bowling balls ui pens at bis hog
confinement operation near Adel, in
central Iowa. ^It encourages them to
up and get active, to eat feed and
" water."

the embassy, killing S3 people, including 17 Americans.
Aspokesnianforthel.SOO-manU^.
Marine contingent in Beirut, Mai.
Robert Jordan, said the wounded Marine was a member of the peacekeeping force guarding the embassy and
not one of the regular embassy
guards.
Jordan said the Marine was
wounded "in the upper left leg and
ankle" in the attack at 7:30 pjm.

Dr. Patrick Rohret, a veterinarian
in Adel, said putting |jlaythings into
pigT pens is not so unusual.
Tve seen sometimes where
they've got s chain hanging from the
celling or a tire," RehreT said recently."Of course, they dont swing in
it, they just push it around."
The operator of a bowling alley in
Greenfield, Phil Anderson, gives all
the battie scarred balls that are retired from service at his place to
fanners in the area.

by J. Douglas Gurnlck
start reporter

Bowling Green City Police are
investigating a rape reported yesterday by a University woman at
3:35 a.m., according to police officials.
She and a friend reportedly left
the Uptown bar at 162 N. Main St.
with two black males who had
offered them a ride home just
before closing.
Police say the woman who allegedly was sssaulted nad complained
of feeling sick soon after leaving
the bar and wanted to go home.

But, the two men reportedly took
the women to Friscn's Big Boy
restaurant, 892 S. Main St. The
woman reportedly told the men she
felt better and would like to be
taken home.
The men drove the women
around Bowling Green, and took
them back to the men's apartment
where the assault took place,
according to police.
The male that was not involved
in the assault took the two women
home to their dorm. When the
women reached the dorm they
called the Bowling Green police to
report the rape.
The two women involved were

driven around town by city police
to locate the apartment were the
rape allegedly occured, but nothing
looked familiar to the women.
The women will meet with a
police artist tomorrow to compile a
composite of the rapist.
"There are lots of leads we can
follow, it is a very wide-open case,"
Chief of Police Galen Ash said.
"All information indicates that a
legitimate complaint has transpired, we are doing all we can at
this point in time," Ash said.
The woman later was treated
and released at Wood County Hospital.

New voters accomodated
versity precinct is very low, only a
couple hundred," Shutt said.
In the oast, the one precinct has
proven adequate. But because of the
The Wood County Board of Elec- ways Issues 1, 2 and 3 will affect
tions is planning to designate several students as well as the community,
additional polling places to accomo- Shutt said a "drastic" influx of eligidate the 3,500 new registered voters of ble voters have registered, and one
the campus community at the urging precinct is hardly sufficient for the
of David Shutt, communications di- Nov. 8 election.
rector for the Office of the Secretary
"The expected turnout (indicated
ofttate.
by an estimated total of 4800 registraSbutt said the University is an tions) is way too much for the preunusual problem because there is cinct to handle - it is an emergency,"
only one precinct to handle a large Shutt said.
volume of anticipated voters on camOther college campuses may not
pus.
i have this urgent problem because
"Normally, the turnout at the Uni- there are more precincts for students
by Morcy Grande
staff reporter
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• Peking pancakes couia ce replacing wheaties on some peoples
breakfast table Page 3.
•The Ohio Supreme Court agreed
yesierday to consider a proposal
thai would take issues -1,2 and 3 off
the Nov. 8 ballot Page 4

to vote at, but the Universtiy is an
exception. So Shutt advised the director of the Wood County Board of
Elections, Evelyn Lotz, to set up
seven more polling places in the
Northeast Commons precinct where
the one is now located.
AS A RESULT, the Board of Elections is frantically working to prepare
for the election. On Tuesday alone,
the board received 1,000 new registrations.
"We haven't decided yet how many
polling places to add, but they will all
be in the Northeast Commons and
split up alphabetically so people don't
have to wait in line,' Lotz said.

weather

Cloudy ana cool today with scattered showers High arouna 50 Clearing tonight with lows reaching the mid30s
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editorial

No
due
process
in
honesty
case
Nuclear free zone
by Kevin Prendergast

a vote for idealism
There are no nukes in Leverett, Mass., population 1,500,
and the townspeople hope there never will be.
They've designated themselves as a nuclear-free zone in
hopes of starting a movement other towns will follow. Six
towns in Massachusetts and 25 across the United States have
also voted themselves free of nukes.
Their idealism is to be admired. In a time when nuclear
arms talks, protests and build-ups dominate the news media
almost daily, the concept of a nuclear free zone seems a
desperate cry. The people of Leverett cannot change the
world, but their small part of it will be free.
The resolution passed by the townsfolk prohibits design,
production, and deployment of nuclear weapons and nuclear
power within corporation limits; and transportation, storage
and disposal of nuclear material within the community's
borders. With greater finality the town also has chosen not to
be defended by nuclear weapons nor participate in any civil
defense or crisis relocation plans.
Nuclear disarmament may never come to the world. The
Geneva talks' attempt at limiting missiles in Europe and the
Soviet Union has gone nowhere.
In Leverett, the people have no illusions their action will
prevent nuclear war. They hope only that it lets the world
know "even mice can roar."
To continue their "roar," they wrote all the nations in the
world known or suspected of possessing nuclear weapons,
asking them to scratch Leverett from their list of nuclear
targets. Only India responded, saying they do not have
nuclear weapons.
Leverett will not be in line for a direct hit during a nuclear
war and their rejection of a civil defense plan may be a mute
point if the experts are correct in their predictions that a fullscale nuclear war would leave none to tell of the mushroom
clouds.
Yet, the resolution passed in Leverett and the communites
like it, shines as a crystal of idealism in a negative situation.
May more and more free zones sprout.

Aviator big boys lose
business to little boys
by Art Buchwld

I have this hotline to a "crisis
center." Every Monday morning I
call up a guy and ask him, "What's
the crisis o? the week?" and for $25 be
tells me.
This week I called him and he said,
"The 'big C is the airlines crisis. It
could be a Mt. St. Helens."
"The thing that started it all was
the big boys in aviation wanted the
airlines deregulated because they
claimed they weren't making enough
money. So the administration deregulated the friendly skies of America
and opened them to the marketplace.''
"Free competition is what this
country thrives on," I said.
"The only problem was that after
they got deregulated, all the big boys
wanted to fly the same routes. A
company that used to fly to Charlotte,
North Carolina, decided to fly to London, England, instead. Every major
company put on flights to Hawaii and
cancelled flights to middle America.
Instead of going to Missoula, Mo., one
airline started a daily service to Tokyo. Pretty soon you could fly to
Miami every 15 minutes, but you
could only go to Buffalo once a week.
"With all the competition for the
major cities, the airlines got into a
price war. First they cut their fares then they offered you a free seat for
your wife. Then they advertised you
could take all your children with you.
And finally, during the recession, they
let you take all the people that you had
met in a bar. There wasn't an empty
seat on the plane, but there was only
one paying passenger.
"To make things worse, the little
guys started taking on the big boys
and price-cut the hell out of them. The
little guys were nonunion, no-frill
companies who offered you nothing
but a seat. But for $39 you could fly
from New York to Los Angeles with a
layover in Newfoundland.
"I guess the free market was really
working."
"It was for the little guvs, but the
big boys were going nuts. They came
up with new sales gimmicks. If you
flew a certain number of miles on
their airline, they would upgrade you
from tourist to first class. If you flew
15,000 miles they would let you sit in
the co-pilofs seat. If you flew 100,000

miles they made you president of the
company. Most of the people now
running a losing airline came up
through the ranks from the "frequent
flyer plan."
' "To make things worse, the big
boys guessed wrong on what planes
they would need for their companies.
Some ordered planes that were too big
- others ordered planes that were too
small. When they had too many
planes in mothballs, they had to sell a
lot of them to the little guys who were
putting them out of business. Of
course it wasn't their fault. One of the
major airline executives was walking
through his terminal at Kennedy Airport and it was jammed with people.
He immediately ordered six new 747s.
What he didn't realize, until later, was
that all the people there were from
Central America, waiting for their
grandmothers to get off the plane."
"That was an honest mistake," I
said.
"To make things worse, the big
boys, to protect themselves from their
stockholders, invested their cash flow
in other businesses, such as hotels,
fast-food franchises and natural gas.
Since they were making money in
these businesses the stockholders
started demanding they spin off the
airlines part of their business.
"Everyone made mistakes. Eastern Airlines thought it could get
healthy by having Frank Borman do
their TV commercials. He was very
credible but he didn't sell any tickets."
"Why didnt they scrub the advertising campaign?
"what advertising executive is
going to tell the chairman of the board
of Eastern Airlines be can no longer
do the company's commercials?"
"What a mess," I said. "I guess the
big boys are sorry they ever asked for
deregulation for the airlines. Are they
going to go back and lobby for airline
regulation again?"
"That's their only chance. Most of
them have decided free air competition is for the birds."
Art Buchwald is a syndicated columnist for the Los Angeles Times Syndicate.
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The recent case which went before
the committee on academic honesty
sheds a great deal of light on the
ambiguity of the Student Code and the
ways in which that document is manipulated and abused.
In May of last year, two University
students were accused of cheating on
a final exam. Before consulting with
the students or giving them a hearing,
the students were presumed guilty
and given a grade of withdraw-failure
for the course.
The one student was prevented
from graduating and was thus unable
to get a job. While fighting the case,
he took the course again over the
summer and incurred substantial tuition and board costs, while again,
unable to get a job.
Finally the Committee on Academic Honesty, after a summer of
dragging their feet, found the two
students innocent of the cheating
charges. But. the professor appealed
the case to the president of the University and the president sent it back
to the committee for re-evaluation.
Once again, the committee found the
students innocent and they were supposedly cleared of all wrong-doing.
But, the student code made no provision to give the committee the
power to change the withdraw-fail
from their records and the students
were once again encountering more
University red tape. Fortunately, the
professor abided by the committee's
decision and changed the grade.
From the start, the whole case
seems to contradict the basic American ways to pursue justice, and it
appears many basic criminal proceedings were abused. (Ironically
enough, the case stemmed from a
criminal justice class).
Unlike many authoritarian and socialistic systems of justice, democracy prides itself on the fact that a
person charged with a crime is innocent until proven guilty. It is the job of
the accuser to prove guilt, and not
vice versa. But after speaking with
some of those intimately involved
with the case, I am convinced that
these students were presumed guilty
from the start and were forced to go
out and prove their innocence. A task
they ultimately accomplished.
All Americans are guaranteed due
process by law and the opening of the

University student code guarantees
that to students as well. The fact that
it took the committee four months to
make a decision makes one wonder
what due process means. The graduating senior had his career set back
by this case and no one seemed to
care about how long that setback
would last.
The third contradiction came when
the professor was able to appeal to the
president. Although not purely a
criminal case, this incident did have a
great deal of criminal overtones and
the accused did deserve basic rights
of a criminal proceeding. It has been
a guaranteed right, throughout American history, for an accused person to
appeal to a higher court, when one
exists, if he feels he did not get a fantrial. But, I can think of no court in the
land which would accept the opposite.
That is, an appeal from the accusor
(the only exception being where a
procedural error has occured).
According to the president, he is an

potatoes this week. They could be
partaking of a different sort of fare their words. At a recent council meeting, council members, having comEleted much of the evening's
usiness, engaged in a humorous exchange about the absent councilmanat-large, Wendell Jones. Of late,
Jones has not only found it increasingly difficult to arrive on time for
council meetings, he has, on occasion,
found it difficult to attend them. Thus,
the harmless jokes. Little did council
realize Jones was pondering the decision to relinquish his council seat.
Because of conflicting commitments,
Jones resigned his council seat Monday. ..

... Bad students... Dr. Janice
Lloyd, director of Student Health
Services, is urging students to show
... Kidding on council... Members up for their scheduled appointments.
of the Bowling Green City Council Lloyd said there are not enough apcould be eating more than meat and pointments for all students. Absentee

Solomon act binds
students who desire aid
Andrew Drunke, in his October 5,
1963, letter to the Editor, cited a
number of potential legal points regarding the Solomon Amendment
(P.L. 972-252) which links Selective
Service Registration to Title IV student aid eligibility. He concluded his
remarks with a call to veterans to
show non-support for the law by not
signing the Selective Service Certificaion form when applying for a loan.
Many of the points noted by Mr.
Drunke have been presented to the
Supreme Court for consideration as
the court reviews the constitutionality
of the law. In the meantime, there is
no legal prohibition on enforcing the
law as regulated by the U.S. Department of Education. Therefore to retain its eligibility to participate,
Bowling Green State Universityrs Office of Financial Aid and Student
must follow regulations
on April 11, 1963, for
student aid recipients. Forms
of aid under Title IV include the Pell
Grant, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant, National Direct Student Loan, College Work-Study,
Guaranteed Student Loan, PLUS
Loan, and State Student IncentiveGrant which represents a portion of
each Ohio Instructioal Grant.
If a student does not wish to comply

The financial factors involved further complicate the ordeal the students were forced to deal with. The
graduating senior was forced to take
the course over, live in Bowling Green
another term, pay for transportation
back and forth to school, and incurred
other expenses. The student estimated the total to be around $600.
But that sum is quite small compared to the amount of money lost in
his not being able to get a job. To
recover, the student would have had
to prove he could have gotten a job.
But since he didn't have a diploma
and had to spend the summer in
school, he couldn't have gotten a job.
Thus, he loses again in a Catch 22
situation.
Thus, even though the students
have won, the victory is phyrric at

best. Moral victories are nice but they
don't bring back the lost money and
opportunities.
From this one case, the flaws in the
campus judicial system and the loopholes in the student code become
obvious. It can be argued that the
University is a separate entity and is
allowed to make its own rules for selfgovernance. Is it a radical thought
that the code and the University
should comply with basic procedures
set forth by our constitution and criminal justice system? I think not.
Presently, there is a committee
looking into the student code and
attempting to fix up some of those
loopholes. With hope these holes can
be lightened up since it is always the
student who loses from their ambiguity.
Kevin Prendergast, a columnist for
the News, is a senior journalism major from Cleveland.

TAK* THAT ArVpO-THAr AftO THAT Af* THAT.

notebook... Free munchies. .. Dozens of hungry students scrambled to get their
free share of goodies when a vending
machine in University Hall went on
the blink Tuesday spewing free treats
to all who tried the buttons. Students
clasped their hands in delight as they
shoved munchies in their pockets and
sweatshirts. One eager woman was
reported to be cramming candy in her
backpack. Those who nave experienced the frustration of their money
being eaten by the machine had the
joyous opportunity for revenge. Instead of kicking and beating the
candy dispenser, many found the free
flow of food was satisfying. Those hit
with guilt attacks, justified their actions saying, "Do you know how much
money I've lost in this !?•& machine?". ..

appelate court to review where an
issue has not been addressed. Thus,
according to normal procedure, the
professor should not have been able to

with the law and elects not to submit a
completed Selective Service Certification form, he/she will not be eligible for Title IV funds regardless of
sex, age, or military status. In addition, if a student has already received
funds from one of the above programs
for the current academic year and
refuses to submit the certification, the
following must occur: (1) ths student's Title IV aid for the balance of
the year must be terminated; (2) the
student must be billed for current
year Title IV aid received to date, and
his/her records retained for possible
federal review; (3) if a Guaranteed
Student Loan or PLUS Loan was
received by the student, the Department of Education and the student's
lender must be notified and a request
for immediate repayment must be
initiated by the lender; (4) If an Ohio

Clear Views
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patients put a crimp in an efficient
appointment system because time
slots that could be filled by someone
who needs an appointment are wasted
by "no shows"...

... Strega Nona.. .Tomie de Paola,
author and artist, will talk with children and their parents tomorrow as
part of a Meet an Author Conference
beginning at 9 a.m. at the University.
Brought to the University by the College of Education and the Department
of Curriculum, de Paola is a noted
author and illustrator of more than
100 books for children and has received 54 awards or recognitions for
this work since 1960. One of his most
and most honored books is
Nona. In it an Italian village
_ owns a magic cauldron that
produces unlimited pasta at her command. A village boy overhears the
magic words that makes the pasta
flow, and he uses them when Strega

Nona has gone. The villagers laud
him for his power until the pasta
engulfs their town, filling their homes
with curling, moving spaghetti.
Strega Nona saves the village in the
end and forces the boy to eat all of the
pasta.. .

... Time-Flex... Freshmen interested in obtainingclass credit through
the University Time-Flex program
must meet certain requirements before enrolling in the program. The
Time-Flex program allows students
who pass a series of tests to earn up to
30 credit hours. Dr. Joan Morgan,
director of the Center of Educational
Options, said students need to be
aware of these requirements, which
include having passed English 112
with a "B" or better, before registering Oct. 21 for the program...

Instructional Grant was received by
the student, the Ohio Board of Regents must be notified; and (5) the
student may jeopardize his/her future
eligibility for these funds.
It is not my intent to take issue with
Mr. Drunke s remarks or to coerce
veterans or non-veterans into completing the required certification
form. However, as students contemplate their decision to submit the
certification form, I feel it is important for them to understand the consequences of not submitting it. I would
also urge students who have questions
about the law to contact my office or
the Department of Education. I also
concur with Mr. Drunke that if you
wish to comment on the law, you
should write your congressman.

Handicapped Awareness Month is a
period each of us, who is not handicapped, should ask ourselves how
considerate we are of others. Everyday the Department of Public Safety
is called concerning bicycles blocking
the handicapped ramps. Consideration for the handicapped should not
be for one month, but for everyday of
the entire vear.
Do not block the handicapped
ramps. Do not lock your bicycle to the
inside or the outside of the railings of
the ramps. The handicapped ramps
are being patrolled and bicycles in
violation will be removed.

Conrad McRoberts, Director
Financial Aid and Student Employment

Charlotte Sternal, Coordinator
Crime Prevention/ Community Relations

Students bicycles block
ramps for handicapped

by T. Downing and T. Cleary
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Man collects, tells ethnic tales
by Monica Oro*z
slot reporte'

Once upon a time in a
land far away there was a
dragon named Harry.
Harry wanted a wife, but
he had to win a battle with
a knight in shining armor
first. Harry was not a good
fighter so he went to the
5ood fairy, Mabel Mae
ones, for help. Seeing that
he was pretty bummed out
she asked, "What's bugging you, baby?"
And so begins the story
of "The Dragon Takes a
Wife," one of many multiethnic stories that James
Williamson, unit director
photo/Joe Guido

Telling tales

Storyteller James Williamson looks through a book
of children's tales in his room at the Phi Beta
Sigma fraternity. Williamson said he hopes his
multiethnic tales will "help children gain a better
concept of people" and said he would like to pass
the skill on to his own children.

-dateline-

neater - "Hot L Baltimore" will be presented
Oct. 14-15 at 8 p.m. in the
Main Auditorium of University Hall. An early matinee will be held at 3 p.m.
Oct. 15. Tickets are $2 for
students.
Fine Arts - An exhibit of
collages, stamp art and
photography by Bill Whorral will be on display in the
Fine Arts Gallery. Admission is free for the exhibit
which will .continue
through Oct. 30. Hours are
8:30 a.m. to5 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 2-5
p.m. Sundays.
Oct. 15,1983
Fan Run - A one mile fun
run will precede the BG 5K
and 10K Road Race. The
run begins at 8:30 a.m. at
the Ice Arena and is open
to all.

Road Race - Runners who
wish to compete in the fifth
annual BG 5-kilometer and
10-kilometer Road Race
can pick up entry forms at
the Falcon House, Student
Rec Center and area
banks. Entry fee is $8.
Fashion - Fashion Fantasy
83 presented by Tara Warren will be held in Kobacker Hall of the Moore
Musical Arts Center from
8-11 p.m. Advance ticket
price is $3. Tickets at the
door are S4.
Oct. 16,1983
Art Exhibit - Last day of
display of drawings and
paintings by Linda AmesBellan instructor at the
Toledo Museum of Art's
School of Design. Viewing
is free at McFall Center
Gallery from 2-5 p.m.

of Phi Beta Sigma, likes to
read to children.
The stories Williamson
has been collecting since
1974 are by authors such as
Walter Dean Myers, Ezra
Jack Keats and Anne Norris Baldwin and contain
characters of Hispanic,
black, Indian and Asian
background.
"when you see yourself
in a story with characters
relating to you, it makes
you feel a little bit better
about yourself," Williamson said.
Although tales are of
children and characters in
ethnic settings, there is
more to Williamson's storytelling than that. He

calls it an art that has been
handed down from time
past.
STORYTELLING
evolved from an oral tradition where African tribe
elders passed on legends
from generation to generation through dramatic language. The ananse, or
spiderman, was a storyteller who brought incidents
to life for the people of the
tribe.
Williamson said this tradition is also evident in the
southern black preacher's
dramatic style of bringing
Bible stories to life.
"It's not a formal style;
it's a style that grew out of

Native of Korean instructs
in Oriental cooking classes
by Dlno Horwedol
reporter

If Peking pancakes
sound like a welcome
change from Wheaties for
breakfast, maybe you
would be interested in taking Joung-ja Kawashima's
non-credit workshops in
Chinese and Japanese
cooking.
Kawashima, a native of
Seoul, Korea, said she first
got interested in Oriental
cooking for purely selfish
reasons. Her husband, a
history professor at the
University, enjoys the
food, so she began to serve
Oriental dishes when she
entertained.
From 1972-1974 she journeyed to Japan and took
classes in Japanese flower
arrangement and cooking.
She said friends who knew
no Oriental cooking classes
were offered at the University urged her to consider
teaching some.
The structure of the

courses will differ, as does
the cuisine of China and
Japan. In the Chinese
cooking classes, the students will be cooking in
pairs.
Each pair will prepare
something different on the
menu for the day. and at
the end of the class the
students will get to sample
the entire meal.
Some of the dishes that
will be sampled are wonton, muu-shu pork and cashew chicken.
THE JAPANESE cooking classes will be more
demonstration than participation, with a number of
recipes given for the students to try at home. People in the Japanese class
will get to enjoy tempura
and sukiyaki dishes, as
well as side dishes of sushi
and crab.
Kawashima said there
are big differences between Chinese and Japanese cooking. Japanese
cooking is blander than
Chinese, with little use of

sauces and as natural as
possible.
In Japanese cooking,
presentation of food is very
important. It is arranged
to be aesthetically pleasing
as well as appetizing.
In Chinese cooking, she
said the food is spicier and
arrangement isn't as important.
"The Chinese put it
(their food) on a paper
plate and it tastes good!"
Kawashima said.
Even the chopsticks Kawashima displayed are different. She pointed out that
Chinese chopsticks are
bulky and untapered, while
Japanese chopsticks are
pointed and slender.
Kawcshima also teaches
the etiquette of bow to
serve the foods prepared.
She laughed as she spoke
of bow she filled laundry
baskets full of lacquer
bowls and rice bowls and
other utensils and lugged
them to class for her demonstrations on how to properly serve the food.

by Mary Gibson
assistant copy editor

The ceremony is over
and the band has played
"Pomp and Circumstance for the last time.
High school graduates are
standing there with that
diploma clenched tightly in
their sweaty hands.
What now? What options
are available? What can
high school graduates do
with that diploma?
One alternative that is
becoming increasingly
popular among high school
graduates is enlisting in
the armed services. But
what exactly does prompt
these people to enlist?
Robert Searfoss, Navy
recruiting officer for South
Toledo, Bowling Green and
Wauseon, doesn't believe
the media have a serious
influence on enlistment.
"I'm not too sure advertisements influence (the
decision to enlist)," he
said. "It's an image type
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IN THE ARMY.

354-3939

Your BSN means you're a professional. In the Army, it also
means you're an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 9151C.

• DAILY INHOUSE SPECIALS
• FRESH BAKED DESSERTS
• HOMEMADE SOUPS

\ /

LUNCH SPECIALS DAILY

FREE DELIVERY

- LOVERS PIZZA (Sorry' — no substitutions!

Myles' Pizza
(1) One Coupon h

Order Delivery Only

E:, .res
October 20, 1983

9 Myles Pizza Pub M
352-1504
if

Meat Lovers - Ground beef.
sausaqt- h^m & Canadian bacon
Vegetarian Lover - Black olivet
mushrooms green peppers, and
onions on whole wheat dough
Breakfast I osers
hresh eggs and
ham sausage or bacon strips
Spue l.osets - Pepperoni
salami and Italian sausage
Wild Well Lovers - Ground
butfak) mushrooms and
bacon strips
Food Lovers — Sausage, beef.
pepperom. mushrooms, black
olives, ham. green peppers
onion and extra cheese
Tropical Lovers — Pineapple and
shrimp on whole wheat dough

Sat.Oct.15inK'ZOO

Tickets on sale dally in the Memorial
Hall Ticket Office. GO FALCONS!

BASH RIPROCKS • BASH

-SB

Pizza* Made Specially For..

10 Free 12 oz. cans
of 7-Up with any
16" (2 item) or more

M lit FALCONS!

FOLLOW THE FALCONS

CALL FOR PROMPT DELIVERY SERVICE

#**%. MYLES PIZZA PUB 5,* E «,.„.*,
Mon.-Tues. 11:00 A.M. - 2:00 A.M.
HOURS: Wed.-Sat. 11:00 A.M. - 3:00 A.M. 352-1504
Sunday Noon - 2:00 A.M.

! GO AWAY...
Groups: $1.00
Single TKT: $3.25

NOW FEATURING:

» BASH RIPROCKS • BASH RIPROCKS •

thing. I don't think the me- the services is security,
especially job security.
dia have much bearing."
He added that about 70 Searfoss said a lot of peoKrcent go into the Navy ple are starting to see the
cause they've known services as an attractive
someone in that service. employer.
They know what to expect.
Reynold Low, a 1982 high
"People are starting to
school graduate from Mar- realize the service is one of
ietta, Ga., who enlisted in the better opportunities
the U.S. Army after grad- now where 10 years ago it
uation, agreed with this. was one of the worst, he
"I'd rather hear first hand said.
from someone who's been
Searfoss attributed this
there," he said.
phenomenon to such things
ACCORDING TO Steve as the state of the economy
Betts, a 1962 graduate of and also to the benefits the
Bowling Green High services offer.
School who also enlisted in
Tim Lenahan, counselor
the Army after graduation,
the biggest attraction the at Bowling Green High
armed services hold is col- School, added "I think students were not finding suitlege funds.
'"They're sending me to able employment and
college plus I'm learning a started viewing the military as a desirable emtrade," lie said.
Sgt. Becky Endel of the ployer."
Army recruiting office in
Both endel and Searfoss
Bowling Green, added that
the services are looking for said right now their rethe college-bound student. cruitment is at an all time
Another big attraction of high.

BG vs. WESTERN

lA'htr* uou always art more for your moneu

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BEALLYOUCANBE.

Williamson will be storytelling tomorrow and every other Saturday at the
Phi Beta Sigma house
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
reading is open to all children.

RIPROCKS • BASH

BASH RIPROCKS

i-V

THE IMAGERY stories
evoke is the beginning of
creativity for children,
Williamson said. Storytelling can also be the beginning of getting children to
want to read.
"If they're introduced to
them (stories) at an early
age it can be enjoyable,
he said, rather than a
chore. He said storytelling
transcends every area of
life because it is an easy
way to convey ideas.
By offering children
views of different cultures
and lifestyles, Williamson
said children realize peo-

ple are different and that
there is nothing wrong with
that.
"I think they gain a
greater concept of people," he said.
Williamson remembers
his great-grandmother
was a storyteller. "She
would wash, iron, cook and
rock babies," he said. And
while she ironed and
rocked, she would make up
songs.

College money, security
make military appealing

• BASH RIPROCKS • BASH RIPROCKS • BASH

YOUR BSN IS WORTH AN

son chanting the numbers
in singsong fashion.

the culture," be said. The
idea is to make the audience imagine the story "taking them there, to the
point that when the story is
over, they want more.
"Storytelling has a certain magic; it has a magic
like drama on stage - people become a part of it, he
said.
In a lilting voice, Williamson weaves tales of far
away lands and ethnic
characters. He sometimes
dresses in traditional African costume and usually
peppers his readings with
songs or poems. In one
book, "Moja Means One,"
children learn to count to
10 in Swahili, with William-
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* EATING DISORDER
STUDY *
The University of Bowling Green Student
Health Clinic and the Medical College of Ohio,
Department of Psychiatry, announce their
joint participation in a project to study group
treatment of Bulimia. Bulimia is a rapidly
increasing problem in populations of young
women and is characterized by the following:
Episodic Binge eating, fear of not being able to
stop eating, vomitting, and a depressed mood
following the eating binges. The project here
on campus will consist of two parts. The first
will be a brief written survey to be distributed
in some classes to study the experimental
screening value of the EAT TEST. The second
will be a volunteer group with weekly meetings
in the Student Health Center for a total of eight
or nine weeks. Sixteen to 20 volunteers for the
treatment and control groups will be selected
by the Health Center Staff for the free therapy.
Please contact the Health Center for additional
information if you are interested.

I
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Court agrees to consider postponing issues
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) The Ohio Supreme Court
•greed yesterday to consider a Columbus attorney's bid to postpone the
Nov. 8 election on three
proposed constitutional
amendments.
But justices said preparations for the balloting
would continue while it
heard the merits of the
case.
The court ruling came as
pro-repeal forces unveiled

a new television commercial stepping up their attack and as a
manufacturers' group decided to take no position on
the anti-tax measures on
the ballot
Lawyer Philip Cramer
contends that newspaper
ads placed by Secretary of
State Snerrod Brown failed
to meet a constitutional
requirement for including
legal explanations of Is11.2 and 3.

Issue 1 would raise the
bear drinking age from 19
to 21; Issue 2 would make it
more difficult for the General Assembly to raise
taxes and Issue 3 would
repeal all tax laws enacted
since January, mainly the
90 percent income tax
The legal advertising
contains the ballot language, arguments for and
against each issue and the
text of the amendments.

Brown's office said explanations were required only
for amendments placed on
the ballot by the General
Assembly.
Cramer has asked the
court to delay the scheduled Nov. 8 vote until
Brown complied with the
advertising requirement.
And he asked the court to
order Brown to "separate'
the multitude of issues contained" in Issue 3 or strike
it from the ballot.

With the help of Cinder,
a black Labrador retriever. Michaels, who was
blinded by injuries from a
car accident 10 years ago,
negotiates broken sidewalks and steps. The dog
fetches errantly thrown
papers to make sure her
mistress tosses them correctly.

"The only thing I've
proved to me is there's
nothing I can't do if given
the chance to do it,'7 Michaels, 30, whose day begins at S a.m., said. "I'd
rather have a real job. I
just can't seem to convince
I can do other
I'm not going to sit
around until somebody
comes up with a job. But
there are so many people
out of work, why hire
somebody with a disability? Most private employers feel that way," she
said.
Michaels, who has a deCin English and socio_ , began delivering the

Pittsburgh Post-Gazette
more than a year ago and
has 41 customers. She also
delivers the afternoon
Pittsburgh Press inside
her apartment building.
WITH CINDER'S help,
Michaels has learned short
cuts through hedges and
around steps. And if she
misses a porch with her
first throw, Cinder retrieves it for a second try.
"She knows it's sunposed to land on the porch.
She only gets it if I throw it
wrong. It's a game with
her," Michaels said.
"She's the best paper
carrier we've ever had.
She's never missed. You

never find your paper in
the mud or the snow," customer Anne Tomko said.
"I had my doubts when
she first started. I wondered how she could do it.
But she's one of a kind, a
rarity," Sandy Spokane, a
Post-Gazette route manager who has 25 carriers
and supervises Michaels,
said.
For Michaels, who
would like to work at a
hospital or courthouse, job
satisfaction is important.
Until then, Michaels will
continue delivering papers
for $20 to $30 a month to
supplement her $350
monthly Social Security
checks.

SHHH!
MUMS THE WORD. . .
Buy a mum for your parents or
a friend to celebrate

PARENT'S WEEKEND
WHERE: Place Orders at 405 Student Services
WHEN: October 10 - 24
COST; $2.50
Mums cm be picked up Nov. 4th in 405 Student Services between 10:30 and 2:30 p.m.

SENIORS!
SHOT

state issues can continue
with the merits of the case
to be decided by the court
sometime before the election," the court said in a
statement.
"It is my understanding
what the court has done is
simply deny the alternative writ, which is basically a show-cause, and
will hold a decision conference next Monday upon my
amended complaint. The
amended complaint asks

for the delay and also the
separation of Issue 3,"
Cramer said.
In related developments
yesterday:
• The pro-repeal Ohioans
to Stop Excessive Taxation
began airing a new TV ad
on behalf of Issues 2 and 3,
focusing on reports about
Referring to the matter,
the ad says, "The politicians want you to vote
against the repeal so they
can spend the 90 percent

income tax hike on their
salaries."
possible pay raises for top
state administrators.
The commercial referred to newspaper accounts that the Celeste
administration might appoint a citizens panel to
study the possibility of salary increases. They have
since been discounted by
Gov. Richard Celeste and
House Speaker Vernal
Riffe Jr., D-New Boston.

Ohio starts new jobs plan

'Paperwoman' blind
PITTSBURGH (AP) Claire Michaels shoulders
a canvas bag before dawn
each weekday and sets out
with her guide doe to deliver newspapers -her way
of proving that despite
blindness. "There's nothing I can't do if given the
chance."

WITHOUT COMMENT.
the high court denied
Cramers request for an
alternative writ in the matter but agreed to decide the
merits of the case sometime before Nov. 8.
Court spokesman John
McGory said denial of the
writ meant the court was
rejecting a delay in the
election at this time.
"The denial of the writ
means the preparations for
the election concerning the

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Under a law that went into
effect yesterday, Ohio is
ready to kick off a new jobs
Iilan geared to low-interest
oans that officials say will
help small businesses expand.
But Dennis Yacobozzi,
chief investment officer
for the state treasurer,
said the program could be
hampered or even
scrapped if two tax issues
on the Nov. 8 ballot are
approved by voters.
One of the ballot proposals repeals all tax increases voted this year by
the Legislature and the
other makes it more difficult for the lawmakers to
enact future hikes.

The "linked deposits"
plan calls for the state to
purchase certificates of deposit from local banks,
agreeing to receive interest payments 3 percent below the current market
rate.
In return, the banks
must loan the value of the
state certificates to eligible small businesses at 3
percent below the going
rate. The loans are limited
to business expansions
which create jobs.
YACOBOZZI SAID the
treasurer's office is in the
Crocess of determining
ow much money will be
available at the start and is
awaiting applications from

in conjunction with Women for Women, the school
of Journalism, and Women in Communication
WELCOME

CHRISTINE CRAFT
THE ANCHOR WOMAN WHO
DARED TO FIGHT BACK
to her
first college speaking engagement

banks seeking to participate.
Yacobozzi said the state
uses the interest from its
investment portfolio to
help pay bills, and if tax
revenues revert to 1982 levels the state may not be as
willing to accept the lower
interest rate.
Apparently due to inherited deficits and increased
spending, this year's tax
hikes have not increased
the size of the state's investment portfolio, he
said.
Under the law authorizing the plan, the treasurer's office may invest 10
percent of its bonds and
securities portfolio.
However, the total cannot exceed $100 million.
The value of the portfolio
currently is $1.1 billion,
Yacobozzi said.
The banks will take applications from businesses
and forward them to the
treasurer's office which

will approve or disapprove
them.
Yacobozzi said State
Treasurer Mary Ellen
Withrow is "very concerned" about the possible
effect of the ballot issues
on the linked deposits program which was the cornerstone of her election
campaign last year.
"Issues 2 and 3 could
greatly hamper the program. There may be no
program," he said.

Curt Steiner, a spokesman for the pro-repeal
group Ohioans to Stop Excessive Taxation, said Yacobozzi's statements were
"another scare tactic" and
part of an orchestrated effort by state officials to
retain the tax hikes.
"They are taking every
popular program they can
find and saying that is
what they are going to cut.
They are trying to blackmail the public," Steiner
said.

HOWARDS *"*

MOM OCT 17
8:00 pm
so* admission 8RAND BALLROOM
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MANAGEMENT CLUB
APICS MEETING

Fri: Miller Lite Nite
Sat: Bar's Choice

!
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Greg Olex, General Motors
Flo Lehman, BGSU Placement
Office
Monday, October 17
7:30p.m.
113 BA
New Members Welcome!

For Sweetest Day
Saturday October 15
Special Giftwrap
No Chan
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-Half-Sub and Chili or
(small salad) $1.95

The yearbook photographer is in town for a
limited amount of time only.
Call 372-0086 to schedule your appointment
or come to the The KEY office
at 310 Student Services.

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!

NOW EXTENDING
LUNCHEON SPECIAL
TO 9 pm

Q)

E

o
O

■Roast Beef & Italian Sausage

15 extra

(Does not include Steak and
BBQ Beef)
I
PRESTIGE CARD CASE
An ideal personalized gift for him or
her. Holds business and credit cards.

125 N. Main

•h. 3S3-**f1
M-Th 10-5:30

RWELHY
STORE
IOWIINC OIIIH AMI*
Fri 10-8

Sat 10-5

o
OCTOBER SPECIAL
50 cents off each Sub
2 Sub minimum on Delivery
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Car safety rule issued Boy's treated eyes improve
WASHINGTON (AP) - Automakers will have to install a third rear stop
lamp, mounted high, on all
cars starting in the 1966
model year under a new
safety rule issued yesterday by the Transportation
Department.
The extra easy-to-see
high-level light is expected
to reduce rear-end collisions greatly and annually
eliminate 40.000 injuries
and $434 million in prop-

erty damages, Transporta- lamp in the first two years
tion Secretary Elizabeth at $v a unit, with the cost
dropping to $4 after the
Dole said.
The rule requires the item nas been built into the
mounting of the third stop system.
lamp in the line of sight
NHTSA said there were
near the rear window of all 3.5 million rear-end paspassenger cars produced senger car collisions in
after Sept. 1, 198t>. It may 1980, causing considerable
be mounted inside or out- damage and 600,000 injuside the vehicle.
ries. The agency said
The National Highway about 2.3 million of the
Traffic Safety Administra- cars struck had their lowtion estimated the startup level stop lamps on at the
cost of installing the extra time. It estimated that
900,000 of these accidents
could have been prevented
if all cars had a high-level
stop lamp.
A 1980 Transportation
Department study re-

ported on accident data
collected over a 12-month
period on 5,400 telephone
company passenger cars,
2,500 of them with a third
high-mounted rear stop
lamp. It said the cars with
the extra red light had 53
percent fewer rear-end accidents than vehicles without the added light.
The study results were
almost identical to findings
of a similar study conducted in 1978 involving 2,100 Washington, D.C.,
taxicabs and an independent survey whose results
were announced in 1981 by
the Insurance Institute for
Highway Safety.

NEWARK. Ohio (AP) - A
12-year-old Newark boy
who went to the Soviet
Union for eye treatments
says his vision has improved, and he plans to
return and resume treatments in the spring.
Michael Walker and his
stepfather, Ivan Sickles,
went to Moscow last month
for treatment of the boy's
retinitis pigmentosa, a degenerative eye disease,
with the drug Encad. Encad is not available in the
United States.
Michael said this week
his peripheral vision has
improved enough to again
play football, basketball

"BECAUSE I WANT my
eyes to be better," he explained. "I'm not going
back for a pleasure trip.
I'm going Sack for my
eyes.

and baseball.
"I can ride my bike a lot
better," he said. "I like to
swing at school. When I
swung crooked last year. I
hit my head on the pole.
This time, when I swing I
see the pole and stop myself."
Michael's fifth-grade
teacher, Barbara
McCombs. said Michael
recently snowed improved
ability to distinguish words
on a mimeographed test.
Michael said despite the
pain that accompanies the
Encad injections, he is determined to return to the
Soviet Union in the spring
for another series of treatments.

Michael's parents said
Wednesday they will not
allow an Ohio State University ophthalmologist to
complete a series of tests
because they say the doctor is prejudiced against
the Soviet procedure.
Dr. Frederick Davidorf,
the OSU ophthalmologist,
asked Sickles and his wife,
Pat, to bring Michael to
campus last Monday for
tests to determine whether
the Soviet treatment had

improved his vision. Michael was scheduled to return today, but Sickles said
he and his wife canceled
the examination because
"it's just a waste of our
time/
The Sickles' said they
became worried when Davidorf told a reporter after
Monday's partial testing
that Michael's apparent
improvement could be just
psychological.
DAVIDORF SAID he
had not yet drawn any conclusions, but that tests conducted Monday were
insufficient to support a
judgment on Michael's improvement.

Suit settled Primary tradition ended
FULLERTON, Calif. (AP)
- Rockwell International
Corp., which operates several Ohio facilities, has
agreed to an out-of-court
settlement with a former
employee who contended
he was fired after exposing
space shuttle contract mischarges, an attorney said.
Ray Sena filed a $300
million wrongful discharge
suit against Rockwell, but
a Los Angeles County SuRrior Court jury deadcked last month
following six weeks of testimony. A new trial was
scheduled for February.

Dg news slolf/Jomes Youll

Raising Old Glory
Christopher Tweney, (at left). 9. the son of Ryan
Tweney, a University psychology professor, and
Josh Phillipes. also 9, raise the flag in front of
the Ridge Elementary School yesterday morning.

HAPPY HOUR

I

8 Vi x 11 white only

kinko's copies
"Hours:
Mon.-Thur». 6-8
Frl.
«•«
Sat.
9-6
Sun.
12-5
325 E. WooiUr St.
(Across From Taco Bell)

Terms of the out-of-court
agreement were not dis-

closed, at Rockwell's reSuest, but Sena's attorney,
rowne Greene, said the
company's offer was "too
gooda proposition to pass
An answering service
employee said Rockwell
attorney Bob Warren was
unavailable Wednesday.
Sena, 49, was fired June
22,1979, after 24years with
the company. He claimed
he refused to take part in
the alleged mischarging
practices and directed
crews he managed not to
take part, either.
On June 5,1979, he took
his allegations of mischarging to the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

MADISON, Wis. (AP) Primaries open to all voters have been a tradition in
Wisconsin ever since the
early part of the century,
the legacy of Gov. Robert
"Fighting Bob" La Follette's victory over political kingmakers and their
caucus system.
But because of a directive from the Democratic
National Committee, the
Wisconsin Democratic
presidential primary - the
political testing ground
that helped propel John F.
Kennedy and Jimmy Carter to the White House-will
be virtually meaningless
next year.

Located at rear of the new
Open Pantry
*
*
*
*

425 E. Wooster
Hrs: 7 am - l am Every Day

354-3977

primary used to determine
which candidate would be
supported by the state's
delegation to the Democratic National Convention. But the party's
National Committee won a
victory in 1980 when the
VS. Supreme Court ruled
that Wisconsin Democrats
could no longer select their
delegates via the primary
as long as the primary was
open to all voters.

day as the Democratic primary, also will remain

Next year the delegates
will be chosen at caucuses,
four days after the April 3
primary.
The Republican
Kepu
primary, heldc
held on the same

THE DEMOCRATIC

open, and as usual will
determine who is supported by the state's delegation to the Republican
convention. The national
Republicans, unlike the
Democrats, haven't challenged the open primary
system.
Republican leaders,
while publicly critical of
the Democratic National
Committee's insistence on
restricting Democratic
balloting to Democrats,
seem gleeful over the prospect of reaping political
benefits.

oble,
om.iijs
Ron

Wooster Coin
Laundromat
'* Has * Reopened *
Saturday 10/15

The selection of delefates to the party's naional convention will
revert to caucuses.
The change has Wisconsin Republicans smiling,
and Democrats fretting.
"I think it stinks; it's a
tragedy," Attorney General Bronson La Follette, a
grandson of "Fighting
Bob," said. The attorney
general, a Democrat, bated the Democratic National Committee on the
issue all the way to the
Supreme Court."I think
many voters will be so
upset they'll stay home,"
he said.
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GRAND OPENING WEEK
300 E. WOOSTER • BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

THREE KINDS OF PIZZA.

CLEAN
MODERN
CONVENIENT
COMPARE OUR PRICES!

(Hill

KINDS

OF

FUN.

Smile and Say
Smile and Say
HAND-TOSSED!
DEEP-DISH!
Noble Roman's traditional
Noble Roman's thick crust
round pizza that's hand-tossed pizza with olive oils in an
right before your eyes.
old-fashioned rectangular
pan

Smile and Say
MONSTER* !
Noble Roman's original
deep-dish pizza with twice
the meat and vegetable
toppings you want plus three
times the cheese.

E MONSTER IN PERSON!

A Place
To Hove Together
1532 South iVw Rood. Toledo. Ohio 43614

382-1876

'SWEETEST DAY
CELEBRATION
PARTY"

Saturday, October 15th
Don't forget Saturday is

"LADIES NIGHT'
'GOOD FOR ONE ON!
I
SWEETEST DAY I

IBG

'&>

I

He's making a special Grand Opening
appearance that will make you laugh
and scream "PIZZA"!
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 224:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
AT THE RESTAURANT

REGISTER TO
WIN-A-BIKE
Drawing to be held
Oct. 22.1983.
6 p.m.
Need not be

Hours of Operation
Sun. through Thurs.
11 a.m. - 11 pjn.
Fri. & Sat. 11 a.m. - 2 a.m.
DINE-IN or CARRY-OUT

present to win.

I 81?° OFF
I
I
I 8
I
2°°
OFF
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I NobfcRpimi*
I
I
Any Medium Dr*r>Drah Sidlian.
or ltr Mouur* or IT or 14"
Hlnd-Tooml Round puza.
:OR:

Any Urft Drrp-Dkh SfetKu.
orUrfaMoantar* orUTorlO*
H«nd Toaaad Round pkm

dhr Or. <-»- *» .rm.ir r- <*■.
DM.U or CMTTOM

J,

B.G.
TWO SON~OF
MONSTER®
PIZZAS m*k2X?"
SAVE AT 8099

LEAST M.39

£t%

Valid only at lunch. 11 a.m. - 2 pm
Monday through Saturday.
Dtne-ln or Carry Out
OHM a* M0 Mfe aar Mhw MOM
mtmmt dk0.a»p>

Noli Hom-irV

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

PIZZA DINNER
FOR TWO •"»*w
(On 3-Topping
Pitxa)

8 99

6!

l
l
l

SAVE AT LEAST '192
/•elude. Modiutn Do*p-DU
SMkan. or 12" HandTotaod
Round or 10" Monaiar* pixaa
(with op to 3 lopDuajl ot your
dnfcol. 2 "Croat*Your-Own* "
Salad Ban
«uh»iti or i*o poor* Cum

l

H

—a •«■ .or oU-r rowMo or *OOM-I

J

FREE DELIVERY EVENINGS WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS:
5 p.m. -10:30 p.m. Sun. - Thurs. & 5 p.m. -1:30 a.m. Fri. & Sat.

354-3935
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17 South Korean bombing victims buried
ment of silent tribute at the
start of the funeral in a
Slaza on Yoida Island in
le Han River that runs
through Seoul. Among
those killed in the Rangoon
bombing Sunday were tour
Cabinet ministers.
"This cursed tragedy
cannot be the real intention
of heaven," Prime Minister Kim Sanghyup told
the throng, "incredibly,
this heinous atrocity, a sin
against both God ana man-

Amid tears and wailing,
incense and flowers, at
least 1 million South Koreans massed under sodden skies vesterday for the
funeral of 17 top officials
lulled in the Burma bombing. The government
called it a "heinous atrocity" carried out by Communist North Korea.
Sirens sounded across
the nation on a gray, rainy
morning to signal a mo-

kind and a violation of both
the will of heaven and the
conscience of man, was
K;rpetrated by the North
orea Communists, who
are of the same blood as
we."
FOLLOWING THE eulogy, leaders of the Buddhist, Roman Catholic and
Protestant churches in Korea offered prayers and
devotions. Then followed a
"dedication of flowers"

ceremony that included
the placing of floral offerings and the burning of
incense before a flowerbanked altar that held portraits of the dead and government medals awarded
to them posthumously.
As relatives and others
moved forward to light bits
of incense, the grieving
intensified and sounds of
weeping filled the air.
Some wives, sisters and
mothers of the victims

were near collapse and had
to be held to Keep them
from falling.
After the funeral service, the dead were buried
in the National Cemetery
overlooking the capital and
a mass anti-Communist
rally was held in Yoido
Plaza.
North Korea's official
Korean Central News
Agency again rejected
charges of responsibility
for the bombing, calling

the allegations "preposterous and shameless.
Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger headed the
U.S. delegation.
AMONG THOSE buried
were the deputy prime
minister ana economic
planning minister, Sub
Suk-joon, Foreign Minister
Lee Bum-suk, presidential
chief secretary Hahm
Pyong-choon and the presidential adviser on economic affairs, Kim Jae-ik.

Also killed were the minister of commerce and industry, the minister of
energy and resources and
three vice ministers, including Deputy Finance
Minister Lee Ki-uk, who
died of bomb wounds earlier yesterday. Four Burmese also were killed in
the blast.
President Chun Doohwan, who was on a visit to
Burma at the time of the
explosion in Rangoon's

Martyr's Mausoleum,
missed the blast by minutes because his limousine
was tied up in traffic.
Sports Minister Lee
Wonkyung returned but
night from Burma, where
he was coordinating the
joint investigation into the
bombing. South Korean
news reports said "Dhysical evidence" of North Korean involvement in the
bomb plot were found by
investigators.

Criminal killed by wife; but no charges filed
NEXT
DAY
TYPESETTING
BROCHURES. BOOKLETS
POSTERS. RESUMES
SPECIAL PROJECTS
NEWSLETTERS
You don't have lo wail days lor your
typesetting Get neat day service al
Century Design Graphics ltd.
Our high-speed computerized
typesetting system features a wide
sanely at type styles and point sizes
lit your protect needs Our
typesetting system "sets" and
'•lores'* simultaneously to "play
back" later lor revisions and
alterations

knifed several people and
beat others with his fists.
In 1968, he was accused
of sexually abusing a
stranded woman whose
car had broken down. Before the attack, he allegedly tricked the woman
into believing he could fix
the car.
INSTEAD he molested
her, was joined by a friend,
then stole the keys.
Police records also show

that Jones frequently beat
his wife. At least 30 complaints alleging domestic
violence are in the files.
A Portage County judge,
fed up with Jones, banished him from Ohio in
1978. The exile was shortlived because Jones
slipped back into the state
within a year.
Since the shooting,
Jones' neighbors have

been silent, except to tell
investigators from the
sheriff's department that
Jones probably got what he
deserved. They claim to
know nothing about the
shooting.
Jones' sister, Thelma
Jean Hazard, said police
are buckling under public
pressure not to prosecute
Mrs. Jones. Family members think the grand jury
will be swayed by Jones'

like somebody, should I be
lengthy criminal backallowed to km them?"
ground and police and
Ciecutors who disliked INVESTIGA'I.mS cite
. They point out that he the lack of witnesses, and
Jones' long history as a
was unarmed when shot.
wife-beater as their reason
"They're not pushing an for believing Mrs. Jones'
investigation because the story of self-defense. They
people out there are glad to say Jones reportedly
Set rid of him and so are threatened his wife with a
le police." Hazard said. tire-iron before the shoot"I don't think you should ing and she thought he had
be able to kill someone and something in his hand
go scot free. I don't think when she pulled the trigger.
that's justified. If I didn't

Launch
delayed
Widow seeks empty seat

CENTURY
DESIGN GRAPHICS LTD

I2836S DnwHwy

Mrs. Jones. They have
asked a Portage County
grand jury to official)'
clear Mrs. Jones by ruling
the shooting justifiable.
"Nobody s shedding any
tears now that he's gone,''
Portage County Chief Deputy John Witkosky said.
Police records name
Jones in felony arrests dating back to 1973. In addition, he sold drugs, dealt in
stolen property, broke into
houses at night, shot and

nal record, got what was
coming to him when his
wife fatally shot him outside their home on Labor
Day.
Andrew "Pool" Jones,
34, was shot in the leg and
bled to death outside his
Ravenna Township home.
His wife, Deborah Ann
Jones, told police she shot
her husband in self-defense.
Authorities said they
have no plans to prosecute

RAVENNA, Ohio (AP) Some local residents say a
man, once banished from
Ohio because of his crimi-

BowimgGrrrn.OH

352-7529

among 269 people who died
when a Korean Airlines
jumbo jet was shot down
Sept. 1 by a Soviet fighter
plane. His 34-year-old
widow, dressed in somber
colors of mourning, told
voters in a recent television ad: "I want the
world to remember Larry

ATLANTA (AP) - Opponents accused Kathryn
McDonald of exploiting her
husband's death and hiding from debates. But she
is still considered the frontrunner in next week's special election for his unexpired congressional term.
Larry McDonald was

BETA THETA PI WELCOMES IT'S
LI'L SIS' PLEDGES
-jKsren Baumen
Cindy Blevins
Belinda Bramini
Tammy Craft
Kim Gattshall
Susi Gemmill
Diane Govern
Kathy Halbisen
Amy Larkin
Shelly Martin

Karen. McFall .
Kim Moore
Kelly Reinker
Vicky Saurers
Lisa Spenny
Valorie Wagner
Mary Ann Wasikwski
Susie Werruski
Darlene Zagursky

McDonald and what he
stood for. I need your vote
to carry on."
McDonald, an ultraconservative Democrat who
was president of the John
Birch Society, was serving
his fifth term in Congress.
Mrs. McDonald, backed
by her husband's key supporters, is one of 19 candidates for the seat from
Georgia's 7th Congressional District, a conservative onclave stretching
from "tlanta to the Tennessee line.
With a well-known name
and ample funding, Mrs.
McDonald is expected to.
run strongly in next Tuesday's nonpartisan election.
But the ballot is so
crowded that no candidate

is considered likely to win
a majority, meaning there
would be a runoff Nov. 8.
Most of the other candidates have avoided direct
attacks on Mrs. McDonald.
But George Pullen, a
Rome junior college history professor, last month
charged that one of her
fund-raising letters was
"one of the most cynical
uses of a tragedy for political purposes... in the history of this state."
In response to Pullen's
charge, Mrs. McDonald
said, "It's a very personal,
very difficult thing. And
for anyone to even suspect
that I would be making
political hay... is ludicrous."

SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) - A delay of up to four
months is expected in the
launch of the space shuttle
Columbia, a NASA source
said Wednesday, because
of a problem that an astronaut said brought the last
shuttle flight to within seconds of disaster.
The Oct. 28 mission was
scheduled to carry the $1
billion European Spacelab,
a science module.
A NASA official who
asked not to be identified
said the discovery of a
near burn-through on a
rocket nozzle used to
launch a space shuttle mission in August has caused
engineers to question the
dependability of rocket
nozzles that were to be
used on the shuttle's
Spacelab flight.

mi

"I don't think there's a
chance... that we'll fly in
October," the official said.
A NASA official in Washington who also asked not
to be identified concurred
that there was a very slim
chance of making the October launch date.
NASA spokesman John
MacLeaish would neither
confirm nor deny that
there would be a delay, but
he did say the rocket nozzle
problem was being studied.

"NO DECISION has
been made as yet," MacLeaish said. "I would expect a decision within the
next couple of days. There
is a likelihood of a delay/'
After the last mission,
engineers found the nozzle
on the starboard rocket

booster had come within
less than an inch of burning through during the
launch.
Such a burn-through
would have caused the
rocket thrust to spew out
one side and could have
caused the shuttle to cartwheel out of control.
The Spacelab mission,
which must be launched
during the dark of the
moon to enhance scientific
experiments, possibly
could be launched in late
November. But this would
mean that in the event of
trouble during launch the
spacecraft would have to
be landed in Spain in darkness. SucU an emergency
night landing is against the
current mission rules, or
standards for safety, of the
space shuttle program.

PIZZA SPECIAL

1 AFTER TOURING IN THE WEST COAST,

LARGE
PIZZA $5.25
with on* lt«m I this coupon

I KEN . STACEY

FREE DELIVERY

Sat. Oct, 15
8:00- 11:00 pm
Grand Ballroom
$
1.00 admission

| ARE COMING TO B.6.!
WHEN?
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CLIP « SAVE $$
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352-3551
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Lunch

THE KAPPAS ARE
^% LAUNCHING THEIR KRUISE
SATURDAY NIGHT

Dinner

fiii

SUNDAY 11 a.m.-8 p.m.
HomemadePot RoaM w'braised potato vegetable slow
salad bor

1.2*1
4.UU

3 pc. Chicken/tlressing. potato s salad bar
8oz. Boneless KibSU-ak. potato salad bar
Grilled Ham Steak, pototo slow
with salad bar
Turkey & Dressing, potato slow
with salad bor

J.W
I.'W
169
1.2')
3.2')
3.8')

Vi Baked Chicken, dressing, potato slow
with solod bor

2 9)
3,6V

MONDAY

MONDAY
is ■• m >•*. ill totalfotckni. Data.)

Sm. Ham Steak
Vegetable* slaw

2.69

Pork Tenderloin Sandwich
cup of soup

2.99

Cottage Cheese. Fresh Vegetobles
and fruit
2.59

HotTurkev Sand.
Pototo iS Bor

.

3.69

Grilled Ham Steak. Seosoned
rice., vegetable
. .
3 59
Grilled Li\er& Onions.
potato 8 salad Bar

3.69

TUESDAY
BarBVRibSnark
4 trie.

3.49

ALL U CAN EAT

Spaghetti
& Salad Bar

2.69

Spaghetti or Chow Mein
over Rice
Salad Bor

2.99*Kh

Chicken Salad. Homemode Veg
Bread. Cup Cream Broccoli. 2.99

WEDNESDAY
11-9 p.m. ALL U CAN EAT
Perch. Fries* Slaw
2.99
with Salad Bor
3.69
Meat Loaf. Whipoed Potato
Salad Bar
3.69

Grilled Liver & Onions.

Vi Chicken. Whipped Pototo

WEDNESDAY

Homemade Meat Loaf.
Whipped Potato « veg. . 2.89

2.99

Slow

2,71-

» t i »

•

•

•
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•
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THE KAPPA KRUISE KREW:
(
(
;
/
;
)
(
(
(
)
)

TUESDAY

K(!« Silad on a Croinunt & (up
of Cream or Brorroli Soup. . 2.69

Whipped Pototo. slow

/ ^£uffTC*y

(

(
(
i
:
)
{
■
f
(
)

Jill & Tex
Lori & Delt
Sue & Michael
Jane & Tarzan
Lydia & Matt
Sandy & Mike
Chris &J.D.
Kelly & Steve
Arleen & Bruce
Beth & Eric
Sweepy & Ed
Sue & Dave
Mariene & Harpo
Sue & Kevin
2P&Don
Linda & The Mauler
Scoopy & Dale
Tammy & DAn
Toots & Rupes
Denise & Nate
Linda & Rich
Nancy & Ronald
Beth & Bob
Popeye & Olive Oyl
Rose & Craig
Dee & Dwayne
Debi & Bill
Judy & Jim
Marianne & Mike
Maria & Jack
Beth & Marc
Jenny & Bill
Kris & Randy
Karen & Tony
Melissa & Todd
TOSSSt.
Jenny & Scooter
,
Nancv & Bill
)
Betsy & Mike
Holly & Dennis ^^~- *T ;.-*?#i4v
Heidi and Le Scoring Machine

Lisa & Tom
Anne & Kevin
/
Cindy & Dan
Aimee & Brad
)
Kim & Tim
Judy & John
\
Jill & Scott
Liz & Tom
(
Beth & Stewart
/
Kathy & Rick
)
Robin & Steve
)
Cindy & Brad
\
Julie & Steve
(
Smiley & Leon
Patty & Rick
Sue & T.B.A.
)
Jenny & Keith
)
Tina & Jeff
Jenny & Jeff
(
Pam & Dave
(
Carol & Ken
./,
Terri & John the CC ;
Jacquie & Dave
)
Beth & Marc
)
Debbie & Dan
Dancer #1 & #2
fi

Be A Peer Adviser
imnmmtt
mm* cm own
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BG hosts Clarkson to open season

by Jean Dlmeo
spofls reportef

In an August issue of the Hockey
News, Bowling Green's hockey team
was ranked sixth in the nation. And in
a recent poll of Central Collegiate
Hockey Association coaches, BG was
ranked number one in the league.
BG head coach Jerry York said
being ranked as a one of the nation's
top contender is a credit to the University, but now last year's CCHA
i Falcons must earn the recThia weekend marks the Falcons'
season opener with a series against
Clarkson College of Potsdam, N.Y.
The series also marks the eleventh
and twelth meeting between York's
Falcons and the Golden Knights, the
team he coached for seven years.
"That adds a different atmosphere
to the game for me," York said.

"Clarkson should be a good rival and
we'll play just like its any other
game.''
York said he was pleased the Falcons could start their season against
the fine Clarkson team. The Knights
finished fifth in the 17-team Eastern
Collegiate Athletic Conference last
year averaging five goals a game.
York sported an impressive 125-87-3
record in bis seven-year span as head
coach of the Knights. BUI O'Faherty,
York's former assistant coach, is now
the Clarkson head coach.
BG AND CLARKSON have met 10
times and the series is even at five
games apiece.
Although York has formulated five
lines, he Is unsettled about their permanancy and defensive pairings.
"We're still in training,'' he said.
"There are many questions we have
and the games will dictate who will
play together."

Four lines will dress for tonight's
game consisting of returning lettermen John Samanski, George Roll and
Peter Wilson; Dan Kane, Dan O'Brien
and Perry Braun; Tim Hack, Jamie
Wansbrough, and newcomer Ian Dun-

Wilson with Mike Pikul. York said
Galley, Ellett, Wilson and Pikul will
see a lot of ice time, and another set of
defensemen will dress for the game.
With the graduation of goaltender
Mike David, junior Wayne Collins will

can; and Nick Bandescu, Gino Cavallini and Dave Randerson.
Centerman Kane was the Falcon's
second leading scorer last year, just
behind all-American Brian Hills.
Defensive pairings for BG will be
all-CCHA player Garry Galley skating with Dave Ellett, and Wayne

have the opportunity to prove himself
in the Falcon net. Collins, who usually
started in goal the second night of
every weekend series, compiled a 132-2 record and a 3.69 goals against
average last season.
TONIGHTS GAME HAS been a
long time coming for centerman Ban-

History Continues as
BG ruggers host OSU
The granddaddy of all
Ohio Rugby rivalries will
be renewed for the 36th
time tomorrow when Bowling Green plays host to
Ohio State.
The match's main importance lies in the fact
that it is a semi-final on the
Ohio Collegiate
Championship. The rivalry
goes much deeper than
that, however, as the Falcons were started way
back in 1968 by an ex-Buckeye.
"Jerry Nicolosi transferred here, started the BG
team and promptly went
out and got a game against
the Buckeyes, who were
the only other team in the
state," remembers BG
coach Roger Mazzarella.
"We won that first match
and that started a tradition
here that has never
changed."
Few of the victories
came against OSU as the
Falcons won only two of 12
mafthes in the next 10
years.
"It was almost an exercise in masochism/' Mazzarella recalls. "But we
learned something new
with every defeats
THE TIDE TURNED in
the 1977 Ohio
championship when BG
met the Buckeyes in the
championship game and

lost to OSU 13-12 on a last
second try.
"It was a disappointing
loss but we knew Ohio
State wasn't the big kid on
the block anymore," Mazzarella said.
And indeed they weren't
as the Falcons proceeded
to reel off 22 straight victories against the Bucks over
the next seven years. The
most important coming in
1981 when BG beat OSU 106 to win the Ohio Collegiate
Championship.
The Falcons will be
looking to keep that string
going tomorrow at 1 p.m.
at College Park when they
take on the Bucks in a
series of three matches.
The season has been a
troubled one for the Buckeyes, who are winless in
three starts. Their semi-final berth was secured by
their high finish in last
year's Ohio CoUegiates.
"We're due for a win,"
said OSU captain Tom
Rooney, "and this weekend is better than any
other to do it"
Rooney at prop and Tom
Kramer at lock lead the
OSU forwards, while
brothers Karl and Doug
Price command a generally rookie backfield.
The Falcons, on the
other hand, have picked up
right where they left off

their 26-2-2 spring season.
BG is 11-1-2 so far this fall
and the defense has nine
shutouts to their credit.
THE TEAM IS not without problems, however.
"This has been absolutely the worst year for injuries," BG captain Dave
Meyer said. "We've been
fortunate to have an excellent rookie class, but it has
still been unsettling." ,
Despite the injuries Falcon coach Bill Cotton is
optimistic about his team's
chances tomorrow.
"Well be ready," he
said. "The guys know how
important how important
this match is and as far as
the injuries go, we have
some excellent backup
players."
Matching Rooney and
Kramer up front will be
Falcon props B.J. Hunter
and Kevin Hyland. The
Price brothers will square
off against scrum half Bill
Miller and fly half Tony
Grant.

MONDAY
OCTOBER 17, 1983

Green to start against Steelers
BEREA, Ohio (AP)-The
Cleveland Browns are putting their hopes on rookie
running back Boyce Green
as the team prepares for
its National Football
League game Sunday
against the Pittsburgh
Steelers.
Mike Pruitt, the 230pound running back who
has carried most of the
running load for the
Browns so far this season,
likely will not see action in
the game because of
bruised ribs suffered early
in last Sunday's 10-7
Browns victory over the
New York Jets.
GREEN, CLEVELAND'S llth-round draft

fmmm October Special

$3.00

lOln. One Item Pizza
_L,
**" f

Additional
N Items 50« ea.

352-5166 pfSSpdtos
203 N. Main

FREE DELIVERY
Expires 10/31/83
w coupon per pizza

ATTENTION:

STAGE
CREW

Any UAO stage crew member
interested in being this year's
stage crew manager, please
contact Mike Bohinc in the
UAO Office.

choice out of Carson-Newman, filled in for Pruitt in
the Jets game, carrying 17
times for 48 yards. He is
expected to be the stand-in
again on Sunday, even
though he has been slowed
by a nip pointer.
"I know I can't do all the
things Mike Pruitt can, but
in the long run, I know I
can make a contribution,"
the 215-pound Green said.
Of the three other runners on the roster, Johnny
Davis is primarily a
blocker, while Dwight
Walker and Dino Hall are
primarily receivers out of
the backfield.
Third-year running back

Charles White, a former
Heisman Trophy winner
from the University of
Southern California, was
expected to share the running load with Pruitt this
year, but he broke an ankle
In a pre-season game
against the Buffalo Bills
and is sidelined for the
season.
ON WEDNESDAY, former Notre Dame star running back Vagas
Ferguson, 26, signed a
free-agent contract and
donned No.24 as he joined
the team in practice.
A team official said it is
unlikely Ferguson will see
action with the Browns'

offense Sunday. The
Browns and Steelers are
tied for the lead in the
American Conference's
Central Division, each with
a 4-2 record.
Ferguson filled a vacancy on the Cleveland
roster created by the loss
of linebacker Dick Ambrose, on the injured reserve list with a broken
ankle.
Ferguson was waived by
the Patriots on the last day
of the Patriots' cuts this
^-season. He signed with
Houston Oilers as a
free agent Sept. 9 and was
released Sept. 29.

coupon

COUPC

NOTICEI
PISANELLO'S FREE PIZZA
coupon in the
VCTO PA88BOOK
should have stated

A Sweetest Weekend SPECIAL
Fridays thru Sundays only

1

f

NO DELIVERY

1 Buy one dozen dounuts or rolls I

This special and one
coupon per pizza

I

for night delivery

with this coupon
one for you and one for your sweetie.

- FAIL -*
OCTOBER BLAST

beverages include: pop, cider, coffee, milk,
o.j., hot chocolate.

HAPW
HOURS:

MUSIC

FOOD

1
1

1 p.m.-3 fM.
7p.m.-9p.m.

DRINK

IN THE AMANI AT 7:30 pm

PLEASE ATTEND!

pounds.
"We try to recruit talented players," he said "Size is what we look
for next - big strong players."
The Knights and the Falcons may
meet again on December 28 and 30
when Clarkson, BG, Brown and Cornell meet at a tournament In Lake
Placid, N.Y.
BG will host Clarkson at the Ice
Arena tonight and tomorrow at 7:30
pjn.
FROM THE BLUE LINE: Freshman Defenseman Mike Natyahak has
missed several practices last week
because of a bruised shoulder sustained in practice. He has responded
to treatment and should see some ice
time tonight.
Freshmen Ian Duncan and Todd
Flichel and sophomore Dave Ellett
were all picked up by the Winnipeg
Jets of the National Hockey League in
the amateur draft.

& receive 2 small beverages FREE

The BSU is
HOLDING ITS GENERAL MEETING

descu who is returning after sitting
out the entire season with a knee
injury. York said Bandescu is doing
well and readjusting to the team.
"His knee is responding and he is in
better physical condition than we
expected,'* he said.
York said this year's squad is a
team of experienced veterans, and
experience could be vital for the Falcons who are trying for a third
straight CCHA crown this season.
Although BG has several talented
newcomers, they will be slowly integrated into the squad.
"We like to ease them into the
line," York said. "We don't want
them to think they have to come out
scoring three goals their first game."
THE FIVE FRESHMEN will add a
new dimension of height and weight to
this year's squad. Four of the five
players (defensemen and wings) are
over six feet and weigh at least 175

1

SATURDAY^ 0CTl5<w T*
Bring Proper I.D.
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Linda & Eric
Mary Anne & Eric
Mary Jane & Eric
Beth & Paul
Cindy & Chuck B.
Sue & Brian
Kari & John T.
Lisa H. & Mike
Renee & Randy
Jami & Otis
Pebbles & King Dong
Gobbler Woman & PunKin
Angie & Frog Dog
Jan & Bobby Jr.
Leslie & Joe Stud
Rain & Shawn
Reen & "The Man"
Dizzy & Spot

Dawn & Mike
Eliza & Al
Carol & Don
Julie & Ken
Diane & Randy
Janet & Feesh
Mom & The Boys
Suzy & Mark
Michelle & Dave
Lisa Kay & Chris
Jamean & Marty
"L" Andrea & Stallone
Randi Lee & Fadi
Anne & Mike
Ginnie & Rod
Cheri & Aldo
Patty & Bobby

Theresa & Ron
Deb & Jerry
Vicki & Tim
Tara & Joe
Sweet Pea & Poloman
Dawn & Pete
Donna & Rod
Holly & Michael
Ann & Chris
Dana & Dave
Wende & John
Tina & Rich
Sue & Tony
Lisa & Keith
Karen & Barry
Laura & NYC
Carol & Steve

sports-

8 bg newsioctober 14.1963

Around' the MAC

Falcons travel to Western
"We didnt jet beat, we toe*,"
said Bowling Green football coach
Denny Stolz about last Saturday's
S-3 loss to Toledo. And you know
what? He's right!
Getting beat is like Brigham
Young's 63-28 shellacking earlier in
the season. Losing is doing better
in nearly every aspect of the game
but coming short on the most important factor - the score.
BG had 10 more first downs and
124 more yards than UT Saturday.
"Our passing game, which is
nationally ranked, outplayed their
running game, which is nationally
ranked* Stolz said. "I was looking
for a major turnover in the second
half. And we didn't get it
. "We are a long way from discouraged. This league is very balanced and you'll lose some
games."
Stolz was speaking from experience as last year's Mid-American
Conference champion Falcons lost
two games within the league - one
of them to Toledo.

classifieds

Oetvrod rMM ere 45' cm Vw.t1.3f aUHtoaat SOLO TVP* SO* ertra pw 00.
Aoprowrwe*/ 25 10 30 apecea par Ira)
1 " I OM.V ' eta maamum 54 OO par tworarjn
CAiaPotioiy EVENTS aetoga tot non-prom. puHc aervee acoeeea wa 0. maenad
ONCE tor traa and at reguer rataa avjreajtjr
Daadfcna tor al hatnga N 2 day, bafora put-Kale" at 4 00 D «t Friday a! 4 OO pal . evj
daadkna lor Ihe Tuaaday odevjn
Ctaaa-tad lorma are a adabta . Ihe S9 Howe elSco. IN iMvarelty HaH.
LOST: A pawl and gotd trad aeafe-

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

ioc.
Uptown. Reward offered Cell 352-

mi or

Freehmen. interested h earning up to
30 cradle towards your bachelor
degree, come to nme-ltnxlble degree
mooing. 5 30 Wad , Oct 19. 210
Math Scowce.

OCSBJ

tm.

LOST: Burgundy appoeitmont book.
Day Al A Glance. Mart SI area 3526216
Men't gold ring Ml Sat $200 00
I lor return Cat 352-5927

RACOUETBALL CUJB MEETING:
ELECTIONS AND UPCOMING
EVENTS TUES OCT 18.8PM 105
SOUTH HALL

Amy. Hope you have a Happy Sweet
eel Day and a eole trip lo Ccturreue I
em looking forward to aaalng you
Saturday right. Love, Paul
CALL LAURA SCfjijajce; SS8A4M
AM) WISH HER A NAPPY 218T
ewTTHPATf
Altoneon ej pre-O T motor, and
other Mudento required to take or
who are Mareottd rt Tech 313 and
457: Thla deee hea been cancaaaa
lor Spring Sam., but Ml be reacheduted II a mm ol 12 people atari up.
CM Suaan al 372-1288 lor more
Wo.
Beckare-ttappy 21at Birthday kktdo!
Love you Ma. KTranty
pMnrngl Atohe Oem Lew. Year
UMaTatH

SERVICES OFFERED

VCTO MaMng Mon . Oct. 17. 7P.M.
Room 233 Tech
BUg
Quad
tpoakot

FOOTS TYPeNQ: Etictlartl outSry.
60- pet page 889-2579 attar Ipm.

fJeKuealon Group of Women and
Raagtc.T Sunday. Oct 18. at 7:30
pm al UCF, Thurafln Ava An Introductory dtecussion of the terms of
Bfbkal women and present-day
women (To be held weakly) For
more Ho contact Jan Meatman
352-7534

num.
OeeertaUona. theaai ate
352-0835 or 372 2281
FTkrete tutor In Computer Science
Low rate 353-2885
te.SO STYLE SPECIAL AT THE FALCON CLIPPER 35I-4.2O0 EXPIRES
Typing Servlcea -CM Marty at 3521251

LOST 2 Turq rings at loe Arena 106 Curing cleat (10.00) REWARD"
Cat 4742378 or leave note m
OCMB 2087 PIEEZE" They're my
roomatei and I want lo rye to graduate;

PERSONALS

Loci at Snake Dance Smai Gold
Heart Locket. "J" engraved on the
Ironl REWARD, extreme sentimental
value. tHeeee contact Jute at 372-

6706 or 352 2482
LOST Black Bradley pen S pond set
wr Margarita aiscnbed rt gold 3724888

Ban Frapeart'a ouatom frame ehop
hae el your kerrwtg needa HundreOa
of In atook tramaa. 480 metal and
wood cuetom inotdexia. paja al auppeea 352-8218.
Brad G Get payched tor a QREAT
Dete Party Saturday t a baaMd
bMhday gW. Aettaa.
CMOI>MDC
WE LOVE OUR PLEDGES
CMOPfMrE
WE LOVE OUR PLEDOE8
CMfOPPJOE
CINDY F . Even though I waan'l at the
and of your thing, from now on you
can count on me1 I'm eo proud of you
(being elected Pledge Ckjaa Pree.
dent) and to glad to be your big
tajter Hope you're encned lor a greet
Kama a fill id! ICMr, rOM -

AtMoi Pit III
lonalii CutgiaHtaT
Hone from the bottom of our hearts'
Wa hope thai the true meaning ol
Aloha Phiw* brighten each day lor al
ol you LfTB-Your Alpha PW 8totors

CongrUaeaone lOaUV SOW on
yourtaiaaaanyigllAPNPelalAaWarirfr
How txxil thoee long raetenct love
aNajraM Baal wtahaa tor the fuknVrjur XO Stelore

At* PW Pledgee
You aura have shown the actives
•that you've got and bolero ue you
Alpha Pht Pledges have gol a km
We love you-Your Alpha Phi Setters

CONQRATULATIONSi PI Kaop • Dan
Noonan and Alpha CM - Mary Oer
vneky on your recent ktvea>
ling Brolher"0 we never rhougfit
we'd aaa Vat day. but you aura got a
'eweeaefl The PI Kappa

MIDNITE S+.0W

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
ONLY $1."

CINEMA IS 2

! YEARS LATER. AnlL^-^™"—"
NORMAN BATES IS COMING HOME

ANTHONY
irtiMurir

£Z*,,W

PERKINS

I i||

-Vfy/fllj

Conoraeaaeona Hoeeheed and Upa
on your Atoho Sig pinnrtg Ptaaaa
forgive Oaye iiaaleka
Paul and Amy

PH. 3W-W4S

2ND
BID
WEEK!
SORRY, NO
BARGAIN
PRICES ON
THIS SHOW
ONLY
AT 7:30 «
9:45
SAT MAT
2:00
SUN MAT
2 a 4:15

Deer Ooo Pheo See'e,
INe week'a been km*
A-l boring lo.,
*•'» M hail tee)t.
"aybe peeeed a few
Ya.taMtoa.rlyT
Caeae Is Segaae lea.
•Cauee we'll «al akwak,
II year arM toe.
TltaliaMwa^SaraeialRi

Slig

Magic

2NDBH3
**—'
WEEK
AT 7:30 * 9:00
SAT MAT 2:00
SUN MAT 2:00 4 3:30

CLA-ZEL
N MAIN

THEATRE

f-iuM

ALL SEATS
ANYTIME
ONLY
31.00

Tender Merck-s Is a sensitive rlr« that
sntMks up on you. steals your hr.iit. And leave-,
. ...

VOU with rekindled Ijop.- loi humanity

If II steal your heart!
ROBERT DUVALL in

TENDER
VJERCIE5

IMIVM'

AT 7:30 • 3:15
SAT 2:00 SUN 2 * 3:46

DOWNTOWN

M0L80MI

HELEN AND THERESA. QREAT JOB
on Me Mortar Board ttomaoomlng
Breakfee! Loolung forward to work•tg wah al ate board memajera INe

r*""**
MR ALL YOU KAPPA MSI 7
KAPPA MM AT THE KAPPA FAI.I
KRUSKT WI COULDN'T THIMK OP
MORE PUHt OET PSYCHED FOR A
OREAT TOE, HKIX JUDY. KM.

OOOO LUCK MAHCMNQ FALCONS'
SHOW WMU THAT BG CAN REALLY
BOOOt; DOWN" US
OteTK MTEMSACKII
EVERY MOM. SPat-CLOfM
SAM rHI 107 STATE ST.

AT

GUY LEE STRAIGHT LEGS
Reg $20 00 only $17 OS
JaamNTNnga 53t Ftdtje St
HARPO, I canT wet ■ tomorrow
raghtl Get peyched lor a gpaat "Wp"
wan Ma Kappaa, and HAPPY
SWEETEST DAVi MABLENE

VVTeaWl yOU eO*a>aty *pf>OfaKj flTet,

l thought it wet bed newt.
I dkxti know who my big was.
But everyone etee knew.
That Ha beg I waa to ftrejay tound.
Wat ectueeV YOU'
Love, Your Alpha PW UBat. WandV

mmv.momi*M,»om,*m»*A

HEY ALPHA PUTS ANB H MPP8:
Getre«lylrjra'plr*andgreen'nrle.
-M Chartea to pul up at rrt PN Pal
houee for our Country Oub party Gel
payched for a wtd Urne" The Phi
Hay K.C.-ti
"I
Get peyched lor Sol. end oejr 2nd
KD Reed RaPyll Yaa'f* the BEST
and I weeadrrt trade ye. tor the
,L.T."A»
Hey Ph) Pert and PI Kappa-Put on
your ootoe and madraa pMda too, the
Alpha Ptfa are reedy to party w»
you. OFF to the country dub. tee-oh
al 9--oon*l worry about got carte
waking la line The 1 9*1 hole « the
peace to be, hope you're up to parLove, Alpha PM

uvnui

LAMBOA CM ALPHA Brothert ol Ihe
Weak. CongralulaSona to Am Barker
and Joe Baa lore tab wwl done
UT Ben. ConrjnaUaaona on being
elactad pledge deee SchokYahlp
Oeaiman rm proud ol yout KKO
Love and Mtoe, -MTMarlana

PI KAPPA PM
PUSH. WEEK S3
IS COUNG
WATCH FOR rrt

UI JB. Congrett on being eaaded ,
V.P. ol the Kappa Ptodg. deee' I'm
reeey proud ol youl See you at Ihe

Rodder women- -So it I the big B-dey
Celebrate In etytol Wa I ctobrete •
togaSejr whan I gal back. Why?
Became re our toM aemeeter together end > kait doeanT eMtar

K

T",K^"1M"*i

HOIJOAY »•)(••-MTV
HAPPY HOUR
ALL DAY ALL MOHT
AUTWlTaSB

LaVD CATHH AMI MM—VOU'PC
THE saHATMTi arr PSYCHED
POD MANY WILD TIMES THIS
YEARI MO M LOVE AMD MM,

00T8
WF AL ROCK NIOHT WITH RENEES
MONOAY, OCTOBER ITTH
BUSES LEAVE UMON S.-M, 1:11.
1S3S

UaMMM

SANOY IRELAND-HOPE YOU
HAVE A HAPPY B-OAY GET PSY
CHEO FOR THE DATE PARTY.
LOVE YOUR LITTLE PAM

ear tut Aaaajal KO Battal Hetty I
Whe'a (alaaj H gel the cheme*
ekjnTT Of eearee yeew mm/I Uee
I You Though! The Oerden of Earn

Uee Merle. « makee euch a reference
to have aomanit Bat you to go
through Ne wtth; I've dtocovered thai
our kind of ahenrvj and latergt we
have together era xery apaoM.
You're my buddy and beat Mend I
lovatndcereloryouL«eandwa

Snarl. You're a greet roomata end
retychawlel. I LOVE YA. Aerate

LITTLE LI8A->aj8T WANT YA TO
KNOW. LOVE YA LOADS. YOUR
BW, SUE

Support Your American Farmer!
reticle In Our Gordon
NEW SALAD BAR
Al You Can EM Soup 1 Salad
Ctrrjnel Rocrn/Uraon BUg
50" OP Good Wed thru Frt.
Oct. 12-14, 1983

myM.'

AA

til Uartoilnrtalth

"out")

14 CK.rtul.

11 ""

coiTeToaar
32 Growing out
33 Adored, too much
36 Tiee, In Spain
36 DMA
sewing |ob
42 Connery
44 Edinburgh repast
45PartofLlSA
47 Stage remerk
48 Take the sun
49 County or city
In NE Nevada
50 Paat participle
of lie
51 Hard to hold
53 Ship follower
54 Tolstoi heroine
56 At hand
58 Manage

_^

The MercNng Band Ihenka SIC SIC
and BUFFO
for yoi» conenued encouragement

Saturday' Vour herd work paid ofl-the
ekewt reaaV tot Bet they wan'-homo"
egerti Love, Your XO I

FOR SALE
TrBTTACM
oxTOee
SATURDAY OCT. IS
1PM-?
TIB 7TH ST.

Tm., Kko, Jtm, S Mre. CherWae Meneon: Two lleJkBlal couotae raady to
ember* on Ihe Kappa Cnjee to any,
madcap. KookyvM Went raady for
some ooriouo drtnk'n, donee n and

grubbnl
TO PAT A. LOPJUNE
THE PASTY M OVER IT'S MY TURN
TO PLAY OAMES NOW.
FROM HARD A. DAVE
TO LA' TERFS
TO THE BEST LA'
THAT THERE COULD EVER BE.
ORAB YOUR DELT/ANO OET READY
TO CRUISE W/ME AND MY SAEI
KAPPA LOVE. YOUR Btt. PAM
TO MY "BKJ MART' AMD DANNY:
CONGRATS TO THE BEST! I LOVE
YOU TWO DOES TH8 MEAN THAT
I HAVE A "8*3 DANNY" TOOT AX
LOVE, YOUR UL' SUSrE
TO OUR WILD NEIGHBORS DEB
AND LAURA.
WATCH OUT PONTIAC SILVERDOME. HERE WE COME,
FOR THE BEAR'S ANO UONS WILL
KICK OFF AT ONE.
THE GAME FOR US OF COURSE
WSJ. BE FUN.
BECAUSE BY THE END. THE
BEARS WSJ. HAVE ONE!
OET IWCMEQ FOR 8UNOAYI
LOVE1
; TERM ANO TARA
To the men at SAE:
The tredWen three on taalfhl ol eVa
Vte and we're reedy for a feadaVae.

Head Downha aeJa w/potoa and rut
eta Boott $15000 art-asao
FULL FACE SIMPSON MOTORCY
CLE HELMET PAS) S1S0 00. WIJ.
SACRF1CE FOR 876.00 OR BEST
OFFER MUST SELL. CALL S725063
10 8P BOYS BKX 4-SALE OOOO
COieuTTlON. CALL 364-1466
1973 HONDA 5O0-4 8400
AKAI TAPE DECK 8126 FfeM
364-1363 AFTER 4:00
1872 Ford Torino
AC. rune good, 8300.00.

Cat oner 5, 362-6961.
1871 VW But 8600 or beet oller
Hkjh mlltgi. rune good 686-4661
or 362-8008 artor 6 pm
69 Chevy Station Wagon naaeblt.
$150 362-4601 or 382-7620.
76 - 2SOMM ZOOM LENS CANON
MOUNT EXCELLENT CCteDITION.
MUST SELLI CALL PENNY AT 3822990
23" 12 SPEED PUEOOT FOR SALE,
LOADED WITH ODOMETER. ETC.
ONE MONTH OLD. ASKING
8235 00 CALL 362-2776.
Muet tool Sole I love toot-greet
oondSton 6176. 362-2764
2 Bedroom toiler In Jerry CSy.
$6900. to rent-Si SOrmo. 15 minute
drtve from cerrtpue Good inveelmont
weh raeate poetenael. CAI 2672937.
For Sale: 1 pr CeMn Kleti Jeans,
Hre 5. toe new I p, ight purple
dreee panto. abe7. ntoa. Need
money, muet aet1 $10 00 each. Oat
> 372-6689

'ce.ee a-.'« alt be there eeen - m
ear peeemee al oetareel Leva. The
Atohe CM'.

FOR RENT

WFAL tjrhejs ya. another Beak
M|M ■*»■ RENEESI Monde,, Oat
17. Beaee kteve Union 1:00, HI,

On or before 10731. Fum aaa $20*
< atoc. 620 oft 1M mo 362-78B1.

leas.
Whet ao 0 a re, Pe—a toetore.
MM pltW m (MfBMI*! raaT*SJ M OBjarVMsjafVl r-

-They can an bo I an at eke PM
PN't. Atohe PM't end PI Keep.
Pre* OM tor a MM effeir M to. PM
Pel Coontry Ctob to

Need 4*i tomato to IB 2 bdrm. apt

362-7366.
2 bdrm. apt. to tub. unlurn. heat
iKajdad. Ctoee to campue 362-

6960
SUBLEASE - Jen. Aug.. I Badrm
rum apenmt Al uSBtos hct. eaopt
atoc CM Carolyn 362-6033.

What do you aey Atohe PhTo and Phi
PaTa? Wl lea ri I Country Club
theme, but how 'bout a Roman aurpnee?i The PI Kepoa
You Don't Need An 1.0.
To Be Served At Our Setod Bar
NEW SALAD BAR
Al You Can EM Soup S Salad
CAFONAL ROOM UNION BLDG
SO- Off Good Wed -Frl
Oct. 12 Sen 14, 1983

Send your awaasa tialuuie. The
OeSoonm.. 352-13081
Night Donm DetVery la Back
Starto Friday

Therjwtowey 3824162
Down etoapke} bag Good to 10
degrees Pel 362-0463.
Wtoh Sharon Stay a Happy BUhdey
(372-eoeO) PS (Make S early beoauaa ahe'a ivMng happy hours.)

ISHaa*
mer wtry am Dial feel ooret
Do ye. heee yeare yM?
Ne ejrtneel Ceeae kt S eeek a.
Ml IS
i|
LK I44S E Weeeter

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE
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WANTED

11

ATTENTION: F.RMTEH Need a piece
to eve oprtng SSSeMaVt A one mem
aparknant tor rent reef ctoeo to ctrtv
pual Cheep. Cheap. Cheap. Cheap.
CMfMwtkMre^e-atoMo-364-1243
F. time, tor Spring Sam. 3 bdrm.
houee otoaa to revert., own room
S620r»em. 3S2-S107
NEED F. RMTE. AVAAABLE S4MED
OR FOR SPR SEM VERY CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. REDUCED RATE.
CALL NOW! 362-686}.

1
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1
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25 Nelther's mate
26 Uneven
29 Ordered to return
34 Turkish VIP
35Sloworcow
DOWN
36 Wine: Comb, lorm 1 Chatters
37 Sale sign
2 Nautical term
36 "The Sun Also
3 Impreeslon
"
4lnsplteo(
39 Converse,
» "TfaiSwven
Informally
Mountain,"
40 Editors note
Thomaa Merton
41 Author Bagnold
• "A"
on
42 Emulate Hamlll
Oeck"
43 "The
Man": 7 Teen, for one
Hoffman role
« Contented sound
45 Scorched
9 Perfumes
46 Nuptial
10 Secured
announcement
11 Kind of cutlet
word
12 Hebrew month

THSWEEKENO

WOMEN'S GOLF - at Kentucky
Invitational, today, Saturday and
Sunday, (9:00 a.m. today, Saturday
and Sunday).

Penny reaidtog-Thenk you tor our

Order your perenl'a a
ndMumert
iJrerereAyHalOot. 17-1B.

W tamlmmriMt

THE BROTHERS OF SIGMA NU
WtSH THE B.O.S.U. HOCKEY TEAM
OOOO LUCK AGAINST CLARKSON

NEW SOUP 1 SALAD BAR
NWUNG HOURS
11 AU 2 PV Afternoon.
4 PM SPUEverWige
ALL YOU CAN EAT
BllRulMllI Bev /EaoeC FruSe
50- OK Good OCT. 12-14

■Mltonp, 21M BHhdayl Good kick
on Set. tool Love, a oraiy, RSe Ratan
Joe Oiortech-How do you epol rotof
HOMCCOMBeJ PJ OVER! you OW e
greet ft, I enjoyed being your "date'
Seeioey but we ehoukt heve avoided
atoms' comer. How many PW Tau -PW
Mu oouptae were mere any wey? Be
pood to eech oShar-TII Oat some
aa>ap 4 IMMafowajMl Love Tommy

1963

Take t drtve for REAL loe cream. 17
Ravort ol QuePty NelUluaia. We ghre
you your rnonays worth. The Getawey 998 8. Main.

I LOVE YOU. Tom

Jenny Stumor, la k a Leoret)
Vcur the beet Me tnyone couM eek
lor. Gel raady to tear that function
out. Kappa Love. Condo

nf th_ Di*.

TUESDAY * OJLM S'S T-SMRT
DAYI T-SWATS ON SALE S1.S0
EACH AU BAY. EVERY TUfS. M
SAMS'SSAR

MARTHA- Tito day Ol reckoning a
here' One veer ago wa mat and I
haven't been able to keep my eyee
off of you aince The tknee heve been
great, there la no doubt. SO bring
yourse* over toraght and we wl
caeabreto al right long Happy Anr»
vanary and Happy Owaatoal Day
Thenkt lor al the greet tjmee and I

Jenny Blum.
We aet eel el rwte,
On the Keep. KnAte fcw.
So grab your dais and dont bo Ma.
I've got a ourprioe. nol bag or ameS.
But right h the rtwJdaj.
To ahow you how happy I am your'ra

21 Proopexllngs on
rpcord
23
man
(unsnlmoualy)
26 &jddtjn burst ol
acthrlty
27 Itam on a trattoria
menu
28 Willow
29 Treat a violin bow

HOCKEY — at home against
Clarkson, tonight and tomorrow
night, (7:30 at BG Ice Arena).

LIVESIII
L~ISIII

HQS Here ■ avyour own paraonel edl
Congreluleeone on going AeSv.1 Tm
eo proud ol youl I knew you ooukf do
ailtoeajyejippt

52 "Visitor" at
bexltlm.
50 Russian ranos
57 Kind o( bevd(M
50 "CtttMn
"
60 Trapper'a trophy
81 Ballfa
62 Sicilian attraction
63 Movie King
64 Unite of force

FOOTBALL - at Western Michigan, Saturday, (1:00 p.m.I.

PM Ml FA1X P«T m COMJIttPHI Mi FAU. FMT W C0MIIBOCTOM* 2211

UT Jenny, rm ao aacAed you're my
Ma Get aacaad tor a greet year and
get reedy k> aat at tor Kappa KnJaa
on aatoraey. AWaa

Human form
Layarof the iris
Actor Ray
Lisbon's river
"LrtlHi
" ol
Dickens lama
17 Borscht
Ingradlent
18 Rare Individuals
19 Paint unsklllfuHy

WOMEN'S CROSS COUNTRY at Ohio Intercollegiates today,
(2:00 p.m. in Delaware, Ohio).

PWePJFALLFESTMCOMWa...

Hey Sk) Epall The XTS are looking
forward to our toe wah you toraght1
Wei be rJanotY ALL MONT LONG'
Love. Sat Stotort of Alpha » OeRa

13 Cfprlcsl
vpstrnexits

MEN'S CROSS COUNTRY — at
Ohio Intercollegiates, today, (3:30
p.m. in Delaware, Ohio).

O.K. al you pooHthailui. Ih- PI
Kappa are holding a baavda tournemant. Look tor akjn-up theete at al
the ban * dome Project P U S H -

KUty -Happy 201 Can! wen lo ceet
brele et tw HAUS' Cen we top 10
baton 9007 LaTa ky and keep the
double ertMaa oB la Puke Uai.
copy MHyr w» am eurvtve tor
Motown el Uptown? You bat< (But wtt
I aunrtva from uaTT) Lovw-Mufty >
Corky
PS MuBebewatohrigyoul

Pare

47
Impaset)
48 Witch

22 Counts again

Kay: I unlangtod my atrng.
And folowed my auaa,

In other Mid-American games Saturday, Central Michigan plays at
Ohio University (1-2), Northern Illinois at Eastern Michigan (0-3), and
Ball State (1-2) at KenFState (0-3).

VOLLEYBALL - at Kent State
today, (7:30 p.m.). at Ohio University, Saturday,(:3:30 pjn.).

On let MS t tok campue of BO
There • one perkculer eorortty
Where the gale era reel nice, rowdy
end fun
They t.i can't be beat...never outdona.
So on tea let 14fi. Pet vary Friday
We apart horn our hoerta S apaafc
veryglaov
Thankt for gjvtng ue more love than
you ehouU give;
We Apha ChJ Pledgee can't welt to go
aeSvell
We love you AXO SWaral Alpha Chi
Pledge Oeet

Judy Bauia - Happy Blrthdey k> one
of ll* greekaat roomlaa around1
Here't to 20 yeert ol apiaaijiiu
tmSaal Luv Yal Pally

OPfMMOIMi
Step to S eee irel

Foreel Creeeon OoH Courae Open to
al B.Q.S.U Sejdentt. S3 00 at you
can play. Mon. SroftL

5
10
14
15
1$

John OTrjcai Thanlli for auoh a
fentaatfc hrjraecorrwigl Ural an at
pevta, Sam to Toledo rt a Imo-how
wl 1 top Pa*? Oh wet, Happy Sweet
eel Day 3a Hell Love. Eate

re net tee tote
le ae e DU UT Stain

FEFOIE. WELCOME TO B.0.8.U.I
rvE MISSED YOU SO MUCH-LETS
HAVE A QREAT WEEKENOI LOVE.
BETZ

ACROSS
1 Incress.

Have a caee of the antoyal
Happy Hour everyday - 4-Spm

Toledo, Central Michigan- and
Northern Illinois all have 3-0 conference records in a bid to win the
league's berth in the California Bowl
in December.

—sports/cap

"We're looking forward to playing a tough ball game at Western,"
Stoh said. "We've had good success at Western.
"Historically we have s dominance at Western. I have no explanation for it It is a nice place to
play, a nice stadium environment.
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yards is third in the nation.
WMU quarterback Steve Hoffman has 673 yards with 59 completions in 100 attempts.
"They're similar to Toledo or
Miami ui that they run a lot," Stolz
said. 'They're tailback oriented.
That hasn't changed in the last
eight, nine, 10 years. They're inconsistant on defenss"

"They feel they have to win to
have any chance to win the conference, and that's accurate" he
said.
The Falcons should be used to
WMU's offensive scheme as it is
similar to Toledo's - run left, run
right, run straight up the middle,
pass on occasion.
The running game is what BG

Miami faces an unenviable task in
the Mid-American Conference football race. In the next three weeks, the
Redskins (1-2) must face co-leading
Toledo, Central Michigan and Northern Illinois.
Miami starts with a trip Saturday to
Toledo, which may have established
itself as the team to beat by knocking
off defending champion Bowling
Green, 6-3, last week.

INCONSISTENT IS ALSO accurate as the Broncos gave up an
average of 30 points per game in
their two losses but held their other
opponents to an average of IS
points in their winning efforts.
The Falcons dont lean toward a
passing game because if they did
they would fall over. BG is dominantly a drop back passing team
led by all-MAC QB Brian McClure.
The Moot-* sophomore tossed the
ball a conference record 59 times
last week.
BG is the third-ranked passing
team in the country with an average of 322.8 yards per outing.
Flanker Greg Meehan Is third nationally with 36 catches for 390
yards and split end Stan Hunter
has 31 for 463 yards, 10th in the
country.

tends to like to defense as they held
the explosive Rocket rushing unit
to just 131 yards on the ground last
mat nuil
UT doesn't quite have the tailback the Broncos posses as their
Shawn Faulkner has rushed for 671
yank on M6 carries this season
averaging 4.1 per carry. His per
game rushing average of 134J

Tomorrow BG travels to Kalamazoo, Mich. to face the Western
Michigan Broncos.
WMU WAS THE media pre-season favorite to finish second behind
BG in the MAC this year, but the
Broncos are off to a rough start at
1-2 in the league. This puts them
into what Stolz called a ''must win
situation."

by Marc Dolph
assistant sports editor
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'Is she a mutt?' Should it matter?

Christine Craft to discuss TV news
By RadeU Roberts
Television news executives have been
criticized lor years lor being too concerned
with appearance and not concerned
enough about substance. Christine Craft
would add charges of fraud and sex
discrimination.
After being demoted from her anchor
position at KMBC-TV in Kansas City in
1981, Craft filed a sex discrimination suit
against her former employers. The trial
drew widespread attention, and when a
jury of four women and two men found for
Craft and awarded her $500,000 In
damages, the case promised to have
implications for working women
nationwide.
On Monday (Oct. 17), Craft will discuss
"Show Business and the News" at 8 p.m.
in the Grand Ballroom ol the Union. There
is a 50 cent admission charge
Born in Canton, Ohio, Craft was raised
in California and in 1988 she earned a
bachelor's degree in English from the
University of California at Santa Barbara.
After graduation, Craft held down a
number of odd jobs while pursuing a career
as a competitive surfer.
In 1973, she accepted her first
television position with a station in Salinas,
Calif. Before moving on to KPIX-TV in San
Francisco in 1975, Craft worked as a
weathercaster, a cameraperson, editor,
sportscaster, reporter, booth announcer
and producer.
While in San Francisco, Craft worked as
a weathercaster, sportscaster and news
anchor. In 1976, she accepted a position
with the CBS network to host the ■'Women
in Sports" segment of the weekly CBS
Sports Spectacular program.
It was during this time that Craft first
experienced television executives'
compulsion with good-looking on-camera
personalties. They asked her to bleach her
hair and make other cosmetic and
wardrobe changes.
In 1978, she left CBS to become the
anchor at KEYT-TV In Santa Barbara.
Meanwhile, in Kansas City, KMBC-TV
began looking for a co-anchor to work with
Scott FeWman According to a senior
partner in the station's Dallas consulting
firm, this search followed the firm's
suggestion to supplement Feldman's
personality with someone who would bring
"warmth and comfort" to the news show. In
1980, news director Ridge Shannon
invited Craft to audition after viewing a
videotape provided - without her
knowledge - by the consulting firm, Media
Associates
Craft said she arrived at the audition
casualty attired, and expressed her
resentment of the previous "make-over"
experience at CBS. She said KMBC
assured her they were hiring her for her
jounalistic ability and her "naturalness."
But, six months later. Craft said a
fashion consultant from Macy'8 was sent to
plan her daily on-air wardrobe -- "Lots of
polyester and bowed blouses," In defense,
Lynn Wilfred, the consultant's talent scout,
said she also gave fashion tips to male
personnel, and, in fact, ha- spent more
time on Craft's performance techniques.
On Aug. 14, Craft said she was told that
audience research showed a negative
reaction toward her appearance. She
charged that station manager Kent
Reptogle told her she was "too old, too
unattractive, and not deferential enough to

men." Craft was demoted to reporter
On Aug. 8, 1983, more than one-and-ahalf years after the suit was filed, a district
court jury found Metromedia guilty of fraud,
and issued an advisory verdict of sex
discrimination, but disagreed with an equal
pay violation charge.
Craft has now returned to Santa
Barbara, where she is writing a book about
her experience.
During the two-week testimony in
district court, Craft admitted that she had
not carefully read the station's contract,
which included rights to reassign news
personnel Reptogle testified that

appearance is his top priority in selecting
an anchor, but Shannon said Craft was
merely asked to adhere to routine
television grooming standards.
One videotaped survey used in
testimony consisted of a group of local
viewers who were asked to "spend 30
seconds destroying Christine Craft Is she
a mutt?" Media researcher Steve Meacham
testified that Craft had consistently rated
last among local anchorwomen in viewer
surveys of looks, attitude, dress, and
journalistic skills.
Metromedia has since appealed the suit.
Women's rights advocates view the

Music festival to feature
works by 33 composers
Works by 33 composers from the United States and Europe, selected from more than
400 entries, will be performed Friday and Saturday (Oct 21-22) during the fourth annual
New Music Festival.
All festival events sponsored by the College of Musical Arts, the Ohio Arts Council and
Meet the Composer/Great Lakes Arts Alliance, will be held at the Moore Musical Arts
Center and are free and open to all.
In addition to five concerts featuring a wide array of serious contemporary music, the
festival will salute the contribution of ONCE, an unusual group of composers, artists,
architects and writers who were at the forefront of art innovation in Ann Arbor, Mich,
during the 1960s
The founding members of ONCE will be reunited for the first time when they present a
re-creation of their famous concert piece, "Unmarked Interchange" at 3:30 p.m. Friday
(Oct. 21) in Bryan Recital Hall. A panel discussion on the legend and legacy of ONCE will
follow the performance at 4 p.m.
A discussion of "Art for the 80s" will also be held by the members of ONCE at 10:30
p.m. Saturday (Oct. 22) In Bryan Recital Hall.
Among other highlights of the two-day event will be the performance of works by
Gregory Kostek and David Maves that were commissioned expressly for the New Music
Festival.
These works win be performed with the Bowling Green Philharmonia under the
direction Grzegorz Nowak at 8 p.m. Saturday (Oct. 22) in Kobacker Hal.
Remaining festival concerts are scheduled at 10:30 a.m., 2:30 and 8 p.m. Friday (Oct.
21) and 2:30 p.m. Saturday (Oct. 22).

court's decision as a major victory. Some
television executives are worried about the
loss of hiring and firing freedom Legal
experts generally view the case as a
singular contract dispute with limited actual
impact.
Whatever the legal ramifications, the
case has brought national attention to
issues of the vastly expanding television
industry Television management argues
that appearance and performance must
serve as criteria in this highly visual media
But have entertainment values
overshadowed journalistic responsibilities?
Do these criteria apply equally to men?
What role should media consultants and
their research techniques play in personnel
decisions? Such ethical questions will
continue to provide controversy
The lecture is being sponsored by
University Activities Organization, Women
for Women, and the School of Journalism
Green Sheet I* published by the
Bowling Green State University Office
of Public Relation for students,
faculty and staff. It is produced In
cooperation with The BQ News.
The next Issue of Green Sheet will
be published Oct. 28 and will cover
events occurring between Oct. 31 and
Nov. 13. The deadline to submit
Information for that Issue Is noon
Wednesday, Oct 29.
All events must be submitted In
writing to the Green Sheet editor, 804
Administration Building. In the event
of space limitations, those events
submitted at the earliest date will be
given preference. There Is no charge
to have an Item listed.
Junior Steve Gotten is leeture
editor and senior Radell Roberts Is
serving as calendar editor.

Friday
OcttMf 14
• aj».-6 a.e%.- UAO Backpack Trip
ftogntrellon baste tor •*> Ocl 21-23 hiking
Mp In Ptototey, Mtehejea. "OP of $7 Inciudea
camping and asjispurtelua Open lo al UAO
Office. Union
10 a.m. - university Board 0* Trustees
Meeting. Open to si. 127 Technology
MO p.m. - Concert
Stanley Cowel, New YorK Jazz pianist end former
Toiedoan, win perform Sponsored by the Ethnic
Cultural Arts Program Free and open to al
Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center
5 p.m. - Phi Eta Sigma Banquet
Deadhne lo make reservations tor this Oct. 30
event. Free for members, $7 for guests. Open
to al members and guests 212 Ptout
7:10 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU vs. Clarkaon College Ice Arena.
t p.m. - University Theatre Production
"The Hot L Baltimore" wit be presented. Tickets
are $2 tor students. J4 tor an others. Mam
Auditorium, University Hal.
■30, 10:15 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Campus
Flea
"FeM Times At Ridgemont High" wl be shown.
$1 50 wcth BGSU ID 210 Math-Science

Saturday
Orttfcrtt
• JO a.m. - BO SK and 10* Road Race
A one-mile tun run wM precede this 8 a.m.
uumielWon. Sponsored by toe Bowing Green
Chamber ol Commerce Free and open to al Ice
Arena.
1a.m.-BG5K end 10K Road Race
Runners wl compete m thia fifth annual road
race. Certtocetee w* Da awarded to the top 26
percent In each of nine age dMatona. First pace
me* and female Metiers wB receive Mke
running shoes Sponaored by the Bowing Green
Chamber of Commerce Advance entrance tee
of $6 Includes cuinnainotattvo mug to the Drat
350 entrants; $6 on rasa day. Entry forma
II atari! at Falcon Houee, Student Rec Cantor,
and area banks. Open to al. Race bsgtoa at the
Ice Arena
10 a JR. -Rugby
Men's A,B, and C teams In Ohio Collegiate
Champlonahip preemtoary rounda. Colege Park.
11 a_m--l pja. - Clinic tor the Itondteapped
Sponaored by the School ol HPER Open to al
students aaaigned to toe canic. 201 Hayes
11:30 e.m.-6 p.m- - UAO Winery Tito
Leave arne tor this tour of KJngehrn Winery in
Avon Lake. Faa of $7 mdudee tomaportatlon.
tour, and wine tatting. Open to those who have
regiatered Union Oval
BGSU at Western Michigan University (Katomezoo).
Theatre Production
See 8 p.m. Friday, Oct. 14 asang
3-30-8:30 p-m. - Public eiaMiiu
Students II 25 with BGSU ID Skate Rental 50
canto. Ice Arena
7-0 pja. - Pubac Itstonj
See 3:30 p m Saturday, Oct. 15 toting.
7:30 p.m. - Hockey
Rfisii vs Olarkaon Colege. tee Arena.
6-11 p.m. - UAO Concert
Musicians Kan Cowden and Stacy Mltohharl
return to the University lor their first concert
snce returning from a West Coast tour. Admtaaton $1. Open to al. Grand Basroom, Union

3 p.m. - Concert
The Cceeglate Chorale and the CoHegates wl
perform Free and open to al. Kobacker Hal,
Moore Musical Arts Center
3:30-6:30 p.m. - Publk Skating
Students $1.25 with BGSU ID Skate rental 50
cents. Ice Arena.
7* p.m. - Public Skating
Sea 3:30 p.m. Sunday. Oct 16 listing
I p.m. - Concert
This first program in the Bryan Chamber Series
«■ feature 15 Colege ol Musical Alts faculty
who wl perform works by Fux, Wechmann.
Ravel, and Schubert Free and open to all Bryan
Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center

Monday
0rttto17
I a.m.-5 p.m. - UAO Mlnl-Coursei
Registration begins tor various classes to begin
toe week ol Oct. 31, Including mixology, aerobics, first aid, and tarn making. Fees vary, and
are due upon sign-up Open to all UAO Office,
third floor, Union.
6 p.m.- Arm-Mlllterlsm Task Force
Meeting Sponsored by Women for Women.
Open to M. 28 Shetzel
7 p.m - Intramural Flag Football
First scheduled game. Open to al registered
women. Intramural Held north ol Memorial Hal
7:30 p.m. - Management ClublAPtCS
Meeting Greg CXex, quality work Me eriiwiistrotor from General Motors, and Flo Lehman,
asaocate director of the University Placement
Office, wi discuss recruiting and interviewing
Open to members 113 Business AdmlniatraHon.
T-M p.m. - German FHm Sena*
"Mght Service." a 1975 psychological drama
about a wealthy ok) tody and the student nurse
who lakes care of her. wl be shown. Free and
open ;c al. F^eh Ftm Theater, Henna.
I p-aa. - ARC Sstecl A Sport
A facBtotor wa demonstrate water voleybal
skas Sponaored by the Student Rec Center.
Fres and open to al. Cooper Pool, Student Rec
Cantor.
8 p.m. - Artist Series Concert
The Cleveland Harpsichord Duo wi perform as
part of tot University Artist Senas. Free and
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Ate Cantor.
I p.m. - Alpha Phi Sigma
Meeting lor tola criminal justice honor society.
Elections wK be held. Open to all members 102
Business Administration
I p. m. - UAO Lectors
Chnstlne Craft, former co-anchor at KMBC-TV to
Kansas City who recency won a sex dlecrtrninaHon and fraud sun", wl dtocuss "Show Business
and the News." Sponsored by UAO. Women for
Woman, and the School of Journalism Adrntoeion 60 cents. Open to al See story else where.
Grand Baaroom, Union.
t p.m. Cilmtosl Justice OrrjenlTStion
Meeting. Open to si cnmtnst mattes majors. 102
Business AdminMrslton.

Tuesday
0etiWl8
1:30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program
Program advice offered. Open to education
majors. 424 Education.
1:30 a.m.-4 p.m. - Peer Advising
Oueeeona wl be answered concerning scheduling. Sponsored by the Dean's Advisory Council
Open to si business students. Hal across from
371 Business Administration

I p-m. - university Theatre Production
See 8 p.m. Friday, Oct. 14 eating.

10 a.m-3 p.m. - Bake Sale
Sponsored by University 4-H Club Open to al.
Fist floor. University Hal.

1:10, 10:15 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus
Fast
See 8:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 14 asang

1-6 p.m. - Hearing Impaired Program
Program advice ottered Open to education
majors 385 Education.

Sunday

2-4:30 p.m. - totemational Coffee Hours
Informal gathering. Sponsored by the World
Student Association Free and open to al.
Iritematlonel Lounge, 17 Warns.

Odtkrtt
11 ajas. - "Food ate Flick"
Bagel brunch foeowod by "The Frieco Kid,"
atoning Gene Wilder Sponaored by the Jewish
Students Group. Free and opam to al. Capitol
Room, Union.
2-6 p.m. - Art Exhibit
Laat day tor dtoptay of drawings and paJnenga by
Linda Ames-Bel, an Instructor at toe Toledo
Muaeum of Arts School of Deaign. Free and
open to al. McFM Gesery

1:30 p.m. - Bingo Game
Students wl travel to Wood County Nursing
Home to compete with residents. Sponsored by
toe University 4-H Club Free and open to al
Meet in front of Union

7:3* p.m. - Woman In Communications, toe
Meeting Dr. John Huffman, director of the
School of Journalism; Dr Deniee Trsuth, chair of
RTVF uepeitiieiil; Cathy Pratt, associate professor m the School ol Journalism, Chert Orwtg.
leeon to Toledo WtCI chapter; and Pat Fitzgerald, director ol instructional television st WBGUTV 67. wfl dtocuss campus media opportunities
Open to el communications majors. 407 Moeeley.
7:30 p.m. - Marketing Association
Formal meeting. Gary Carhvrteht. district sales
manager and recruiter tor Marathon Petroleum
Co., wl apeak. Free and open to al. Assembly
Room, McFal Center.

1:10 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit
A painting exhibit by Izaak M Taylor, prominent
19th century Bowling Green resident, wl be on
display Monday through Friday, and Sundays 25 p.m. Free and open to al. GeJtory, McFal
Center.
1:30-11:30 a.m. - Hearing Impaired Program
Program advice offered. Open to education
majors. 424 Education.

I p.m. - Students For Animals
Meeting. Open to si. 107 Harms

0:30-4 p.m. - Pear advising
See 0:30 am. Tuesday. Oct. 18 listing

I p.m. - SRC Sslsd A-Sporl
Sss 8 p.m. Monday, Oct. 17 listing

10 s.m.-3 p.m. - Baks Sato
Sas 10 a.m Tuesday. Oct. 18 Hating

9 p.m. - University Sailing Club
Meeting. Open to al. 222 Math Science

1:30 p.m. - Midwest Popular Culture Aaaoclalion Event
Opening session wl be held tor this three-day
meeting. Registration lee is $5. Open to al
Tlwd Door. Union.

1-11 p.m. - Stargazing
Open to al. (If weather permits.) Sponsored by
the physics and astronomy departments Open
10 al Roof of Life Science.

Wednesday
OeMarr?
I i.m.-« p.m. - Orientation Leader Sign-ops
Appacatlona wH be available for students wish
tog to help with the University's orientation
process Applications wl be avatoble through
Ocl 27. Interviews wl be conducted Oct. 30Nov. 1. Applications must be returned when
scheduling interviews Sponaored by the Orientation Board Free and open to al 406 Student
Services.
1:30 a.m.-5 p.m. - Bake Sato
Sponaored by toe University Gospel Choir.
Open to al. First floor. University Hal.
1:30-11:30 a.m.
Program advice offered. Open to education
majors 424 Education
MO SJH.-4 p.m. - Peer Advising
Sss 0:30 a.m. Tuesday. Oct. 18 asttog
11a.m. -Pumpkin Sale
Limited number available Sale wl end when al
are sold Sponaored by the Charities Board.
Prices vary with size, beginning at 50 cants.
Open to al. Forum. Student Services.
S-30 pjn. - Btotogy Seminar
Or. Rax Lows of the department of biological
sciences wl dtocuss "Benthte nolism of N
and P: Effects on Psnphyton Colonization and
Succession " Sponaored by the department ol
biological sciences Free and open to al. 112
Uto Science.
4 p.m. - Intramural Bowling
Enttes due for el learns First game wl be Oct.
24. Open to al women. Intramural Office, 108
Student Rec Center
7 BJIL - university Ski Teem
Muling. Open to a). Lounge, second floor,
Union.
BGSU vs. Youngstown Stale University Anderson Arena

7:30 p-m. - Women's Club Soccer
Orgemzallonal meeting Open lo al women 300
Eppler North
7:30 p-m. - Law eurjlst|
Meeting. Open to si members 121 Hayes.
7:10 p.m. - Worship Meeting
Sponsored by the Feeowshlp ol Chrlatlsn Students. Open to si. Prout Chapel
7:10-i p.m. - Pases CosHtlon
Meeting. Free and open to al. Parry Croghan
Room. Union.
7:10-10 p.m. - Art Exhibit
A reception wl precede the opening of a
paMtog exhibit by bask M. Taylor, prominent
19th century Bowing Green resident. Free and
open to al. Gaaery, McFal Center.
1 pja. - SRC tciccl A Iport
Sss 8 p.m. Monday. Oct. 17toang.
I p.m. - College RepubHcan Club
Meeting Open to si. 113 Business Administration
I p-m. - Environmental Interest Group
Meeting Open to al. 108 Hayes.
0-10 p.m. - Public Skating
Sss 3:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 15 asttog.

7 p.m. - Wpmen Against Violence Tsak Force
"A Scream 01 Seance." a tan about rape, wl be
shown Sponsored by Women lor Women Free
and open to al 210 Hayes.

Thursday
0et»Wr20

0-11 p-m. - Stargazing
Open to al. (If weather permits.) Sponaored by
the physics and sskonomy departmenta Open
to al. Roof of Lie Science.

2-4:10 p.m. - International Coffee Howe
Informal gathering Sponsored by the World
Student Association. Free and opam to al.
International Lounge, 17 Waaams.
3-4 p.m. - SRC Think Tank
A bratelormlng session for improving the Student Rec Center wl be held. Free and open to
al. Hootey Conference Room, Student Rec
Cantor.
0:30 p.m. - Undergraduate Alumni Association
MssOng to dacuaa Parents Day, pizza party,
OhtoUnlverteltylootbelgsme, and other events
Open to al undergraduates Lobby. MM Alumni
Cantor.
6:30-7:30 p.m. - MFA Reeding Serial
Dr De Canton, a gradual, ot Bowling Green, W
read from hie works. Sponsored by the Creative
Writing Program. Free and open to el. 105
South Hal.
7:10 pja. - English Department
Inlcnnasonel meeting discussing participation in
toe Neaonat Endowment tor the Humanises grant
program, and the Engeeh department's govern
ance system. nefreehmenU provided. Attend
tots or Monday. Oct. 24 session. Open to al
English, creative writing, and technical commu
ntoaoon majors and minors 210 University Hal
0 pja. - SRC Setoct-A-Sport
Sas 8 p.m. Monday. Oct. 17 tosng
0 p.m. - UAO Cempus Film
'Top Hat" wl be shown. Free and open to al
Gtoh Ran Theater. Henna
1 p.m. - Rock Muelc Slide Show
"Rock Music; Close Up." s multi-media presentation about musicians, music, and audiences,
wl be presented by drummer Rob Lamp Sponsored by University Bible Studies Free snd
opantoal. 115Educabon
0-0:30 p.m. - Navigator.
A meeting lor thie Intsritonommattonal Chriatlen
OTQaWiKBaaton wfl be hwd. Froo md opon to •!.
112 Life Science
0-10 BJB. - Late Atari
iNkjM
"Fleets Tropical" » the theme for mis evening ol
Lain-American entortanment. toad, and culture
—
4->l AssodSDon
t ■ ■ I ,1,11. I
oponeorea* ^^.
oy (^^
me UInrl.4
wona Ck
oruoeni
and the Latin Student Union. Free and open to
al. Forum. Student Servtess.
0 pja. - Persian Club
Meeting with "Stammtlsch" (social gathering) to
loSow. Open to al. PsgW'a East, 440 E Court.
0:30-11 p.m. - Stargazing
Open to si. (I weather permits.) Sponsored by
the physics and astronomy departments Open
to al. Roof of Lite Sciences.

Friday
OetBMf 21
0 SJB.-6 p.m. - UAO Trip
nogkUrabon begtoa lor tola Oct. 28 top to the
Detroit Platona-Boaton Celtics gams at the
Ponosc Saverdome Sponsored by UAO. Fas of
S12 Includes tovtsportoson and ticket, and must
be paid upon sign-up. Open to al. UAO Office,
third floor, Union.
10:10 a.m. - New Music Festival Event
University faculty and students wl perform
works by Anthony, Flnko. LaRocca, and Lemon.
Free and open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore
Musical Arts Cam it.
1-3 p.m. - stewsot Populer Culture AssocleFour successful romance writers. Jo Bremar.
Carol Wagner. Marian Schorl and Pamela
Daouat, wl dtocuss "The Arts and Craft of
Romance Writing." Free and open to al Town
Room, Union.

1*1 pjn. - Add Mi Lecture
Ronald Irwio. chanman of Canada's Houaa of
Commons' subcommmee on acid rain, wi dwcuaa tha issue and Its affact on Canedien-U S
reertona. Free and open to al Assembly Room,
McFal Center
2:30 p.m. - Maw Muaie Festlvsl Event
University (acuity and students wHI perform
works by Fennaty. Halaay and McFatter Free
and open to al. Bryan Recital Hat, Moore
Musical Arts Center
3:30 p.m. - Nam Music Festival Event
A re-creation of the concept piece 'Unmarked
Interchange" by ONCE, a 1980s avant-garde
group of composers, artists, and writers from
Ann Arbor, Mich., will be presented Free and
open to al. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Canter.
3:30-4:30 p.m. - Friday Afternoon Special
Or. Berrne Rabin, a professor of psychology and
atcemed Bowling Green psychologist, wi discuss the definition, misconceptions and positive
personal uses of hypnosis. Sponsored by tha
Honors Student Association Free and open to
al. Honors Center, basement of Krelscher. north
door
4 p.m. - Maw Music Festival Event
A panel discussion entitled "ONCE: The Legend
and the Legacy," wi be presented Free and
open to al. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical
Arts Center
5 p.m. - Who's Who In American Universities
and Colleges
Desdene for submitting nomination and application lorme for entry Into this annual academic and
organizational honor publication. Only seniors
are ehgibie for Hating Free and open to al. 405
Student Services
5 p.m. - MBA Aaaoclatton
Various professors from the management, marketing, MIS, and finance departments wi provide a panel discussion on career opportunities.
Hors d'oeuvree and cash bar provided Free and
open to members. Melon's, 104 S. Main.
5:15 p.m. -SHC Fitness at Five
Co-ed aerobic exercise program. Free and open
to al. Activity Center. Student Rec Center.

7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BQSU vs. Lake Superior State Coaage. Ice
Arena.
7:30 p.m. - Fellowship of Christian Students
Meeting. Open to al. FCS House, 128 S.
Coesgs
I p.m. - New Musical Feethrsl Event
University faculty and students wi perform
works by Clark, Mamtok, Scheee and Wtsy.
Free and open to al. Kobackar Hal, Moore
Musicsl Arts Center.
8:30, 10:15 p.m. - UAO Campus Film
"Dark Crystal" w* be shown. $1 .SO with BQSU
10. Marl Auditorium, IMveristy Hal.
MMntgM - UAO Campus Film
"Tommy" wi be) shown. $1.50 with BQSU ID
Main Auditorium, University Hal.

Saturday
(Miter 22
9 s.m. - New Music Festival Event
Composer Gordon Mumma, a member ol ONCE,
a 1980s avant-garde group of composers,
artists, architects and writers from Ann Arbor,
Mich , wsl lecture on "Latin-American Innovation
In Electro-Accouabc Music " Free and open to
al. Moore Musical Arts Center.
a s.m. - New Music Festival Event
Clarinetist F. Gerald Errante wi conduct a
master class Frew and open to al. Bryan Recital
Hal, Moore Musical Arts Center.
10:30 a.m. - New Musk Festtvsl Event
Members of ONCE, a 1980s avant-garde group
of composers, artists, architects and writers
from Ann Arbor, Mich., wi discuss "Art tor the
80's." Free and open to si. Bryan Recital Hal.
Moore Musical Arts Center
1 pjfc - Rugby
Mane A. B, and C team vs. University of
Michigan Coaage Park
2:30 p.m. - New Music Festival Event
University faculty and students wi perform
works by Brooks. Chsnaveth, Dirks and Keatey.
Free and open to si. Bryan Recital Hal, Moore
Musicsl Arts Center
a
7:30 DJII.-Hockey
BQSU vs. Lake Superior State Coasge. Ice
Anna.
0 p.at. - New Music Festival Event
Tha LWvaralty Fmanarmonla, directed by Qrzegorz Nowak. Militant professor In the College
of Musical Arts, wi perform contemporary
works, including two commissioned especiely
lor tha teeeval. Free and open to al Kobacker
Hal, Moore Musical Aria Center

Sunday
0tt*v»f23
1:15 p.m.-Bridge Mslch
Partners should check in before the 1:30 p.m.
match begins. Sponsored by Campus Bridge
Club Entrance fee of $1.25 per player. Open to
al. Ohio Suns. Union.
3:30-5:30 p.m. - Public Skating
See 3:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 15 listing
7-9 p.m. - Public Skating
See 3:30 p.m. Saturday. Oct. 15 Hating.

7:»* pm. - Women M I
Meeting. Keith Hsmttion. personnel director
from Aaan-Bradhry In Cleveland, wi discuss
interviewing. Free snd open to al. Gasery.
McFal Center
I p.m. - Festival Series Concert
The Vienna Choir Boys wi perform. Al tickets
for this concert have been add Kobacker Hal.
Moore Musical Arts Center
S p.m. - University Sailing Club
Meeting. Open to al. 222 Math-Science
9-11 p.m. - Stargazing
Open to al. (If weether permits.) Sponsored by
the physics snd aatronomy departments Open
to al. Roof of Ufa Sciences

8 p.m. — Concert
The University Jazz Lab Bands, directed by
David Mete, professor In the Coasge of Musical
Arts, wi perform. Free and open to al Kobacker Hal. Moore Musicsl Arts Center

Wednesday

tM p.m. - Social Justice Committee
Meeting. Open to al. Fkeoide Lounge, St.
Thomas More Pariah. 425 ThursDn

8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. - lake Sale
Sponaored by the University Gospel Choir.
Open to al. First floor. University Hat.

Monday
0etikar24
4 p.m. - SRC Select-A-Sport
A tacHtator wi demonstrate squash skits. Sponsored by the Student Rec Center. Free and
open to si. Squash Courts, Student Rec Center
1:30 p.m. - Commuter Center Reading Sarise
Ken Shedd and George Looney. University
graduate students in the creative writing program, wi read from their works ol poetry.
Sponaored by "the creative writing program and
the Commuter Center. Free and open to al
Lounge, Commuter Center, basement of Morselay
1:30 p.m. - Intramural Bowling
First scheduled match. Open to al registered
women. Buckeye Room, Union
7 p.m. - Association tor Childhood Education
Meeting. Open to al education majors. 70
Overman

(Miter 26

11:30-1:30 p.m. - Theater Auditions
Auditions held for roles In scenes from various
modern. reskstK plays including "Ghosts," "Tha
Little Foxes," "Death of a Salesman" and "Tha
Glass Menagerie," for production by a theater
directing class. Open to al. 402 University Hat.
3 p.m. - Soccer
BQSU vs. Cleveiend State University Mickey
Cochrana FIsU.
3:30 p.m. - Lecture
Or. Nathan M. Meyer, specialist In Bible prophecy, wi speak on "The Authority of the Bible."
Sponsored by Grace Feeowship. Free and open
to at. 140 Overman
4 p-m. - SWC lalact A tport
See 4 p.m. Monday. Oct. 24 kaitng.
7-41:30 p.m. - Political Woman Discussion
Women dty omckas and woman candidates tor
county offices wi discuss the* personal, poetical, and career experiences Sponsored by
Potties) Science 434, "Sexual Politics" Free
and open to at. 233 Hsrshman (lormer Bromfleld

8:30 p.m. - Technotofy CeXaran
Christopher Station, vice president snd control
kar of the Chrysler Corporation, wi discuss the
financial turnaround of tha automaker during a
social hour and banquet Sponaored by the
School of Technology Open to at who pre
registered Grand Baaroom, Union.
S pjn. - UAO Cempue Flan
"Psycho" wi be shown. Free and open to al.
Gieh Flm Theater, Henna
8-9:30 p.m. - Nsvtgstors
A meeting for thie Interdenominational Christian
organization wW be held. Free and open to al.
112 Life Science
t pjn. - Herman club
Meeting with "Stammosch" (social gathering) lo
losow Open to at. Pagaars East. 440 E. Court
9:30-11 pjn. - Stargazing
Open to al (If weether permits.) Sponsored by
the physics snd astronomy departments Open
to M. Roof of Life Sciences

Friday
(tatter 28
t a.m.-5 pjn. - UAO Mini-Courses
Last day to register for various classes to begin
the week of Oct. 31, Including mixology, aerobics, first sld, and flm making Fees vary and are
due upon sign-up Open to al UAO Office, third
floor, Union.
S pjn. - UAO Trip
Buses leave to travel to the Pontiac Srverdome
tor the 7:30 game between the Detroit Pistons
and the Boston Celtics Sponaored by UAO.
Open to at registered participants Union Oval.
5:15 p.m. - SMC Fttneas at Five
Co-ed aerobic exercise program. Free and open
to at. Activity Canter, Student Rec Center

BGSU vs Bel Stele University Anderson Arena
740 pjn. - Fellowship ol Chrlatlan Students
Meeting Open to at. FCS House. 128 S
Coasge
7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BQSU vs. Michigan Tech University. Ice Arena

7 pja. - Social Work Club
Meeting. Open to al. 106 Hayes.

7:30 p.m. - Accounting Club/Beta Alpha Pal

7:30 p.m. - Qermen FHm Sariee
"Quartet ol Ladies " a 1977 comedy about four
elderly sisters who escape debtors through
clever schemes, wi be ahow. Gieh Fern Theater. Henna

Joint meeting. Robert Sack of Touche Ross 8
Company and a student panel wi discuss "Case
StudkM In Public Accounting Practice." Social
hour wi totow. Free and open to al. Alumni
Suite. Union.

7:30 p.m. - English Department
Informational meeting discussing participation In
the Nabonel Endowment for the Humanities grant
program, and the English department's governance system Refreshemnts provided Attend
this or Thursday, Oct. 20 session. Open to al
English, creative writing, and technical communication majors and minors. 210 University Hal.

7:30 pja. - Cultural Conversation
Stephen Thong, a University student from Malaysia, wi dkKuaa "Malaysia: A Pacific Culture "
Sponsored by the University Honors Program
Free and open to al. Honors Center, basement
of Kreiecher, north door.

7:30 p.m. - Domestic Violence Discussion
Janice Knight, legal advocate, house manager
and crisis arve worker tor Ohio battered women's
shakers, wtl apeak. Sponaored by Women for
Woman. Free and open to si. international
Lounge, Warns.

t-10 p.m. - Pubac Skating
Sea 3:30 p.m. Saturday, Oct. 15 feting.

7:30 p-m. - "Studying American Culture In
The IttO'e"
Ray Browne, chat of ths popular culture depertment wi moderate a panel diecussion by Arthur
Neat, profeeeor of sociology, Patricia Remington, asakttant professor of ethnic studies; and
David Roeer, professor ol history First of three
pubic lorums Sponsored by the American
Culture doctoral program. Free and open to al.
110 Business Administration
I p.m. - Graduate Recital
Various graduate students In the Coasge of
Musicsl Arts wi perform Free and open to al.
Kobackar Ha*. Moore Musicsl Arts Center

Tuesday

■ pm. - Environmental Interest Group
Meeting. Open to at. 108 Hayes

t-11 p-m. - MargiTlng
Open to at. (H weether permits.) Sponsored by
tha physics and aatronomy departments Open
to at. Root ol Ure Sciences

8 p-m. - Coffeehouse
Toahi Reagon, a 18-year-old singer who pro
motea universal peace through her music, wi
perform. Sponaored by Women for Women
Free and open to M. Amaru. Commona. '
8:30, 10:15 p.m., Midnight - UAO Campus

MM.
"American Werewolf In London" wi be shown.
$1.50 with BQSU ID Mam Auditorium. University Hsl

Saturday
(fetter 29
• aj*.-QoN
Women's team hosts Lady Falcon Invitational
Forrest Creason Golf Course.
1:30 p.m. -Football
BGSU vs Central Michigan University
Perry Field

Doyt

Thursday

440 pjn. - Volleyball

Miter 27

7:30 p.m. - Hockey
BGSU vs. Michigan Tech University Ice Arena

t a.m-4 p.m. - Orientation Leader Ston-upe
Last dsy to pick up appsestione to help with the
University orientation program. Interviews wsl be
conducted Oct. 30-Nov. 1. Applications must be
returned when acheduarig interviews. Soon
sored by the Orientation Board. Free and open
to al. 405 Student Services

BQSU vs. Miami Unrvsrsrty Anderson Arena

8:30, 10:15 p.m., Midnight - Campus FHm
See 8:30 p.m. Friday, Oct. 28 Bating.

Sunday
(tatter 30

0ettter25
4:16 p.m. - MMtary History Lecture
Dr. Jeffrey P. Kimbal, sssociate professor of
history st Miami University, wi discuss "Nuclear
Strategy, Deterrence, and Fist Strike Weapons.
1945-1983" Sponaored by the departments of
history. mWsry science, snd aerospace studies
Free and open to al. Community Suite, Union.
2-4:30 p.m. - International Colfee Hours
informal gathering. Sponsored by the World
Student Association. Free and open to al.
Internssonsl Lounge. 17 WMams.
S p-m. - Technology Conference
PeaiMiii to make reservations tor Oct. 27
luncheon address by Alfred Dtetzal, director of
the Ohio Department of Development, end 8.30
p.m. banquet address by Christopher Station,
vice president and controller of Chrysler Corp.
Sponsored by the School of Technology. Luncheon tickets $8.50. banquet tickets $15.
Open to al. Space Assignments, first floor,
Union.

\

Noon - Technology Conference Luncheon
Aired Dietzal. director ol the Ohio Department ol
Development, wtl discuss strategies used to
revftalze business In Ohio. Sponsored by the
School of Technology. Open to at who pre
registered Grand Baaroom, Union.
2-4:30 p.m. - International Coffee Hours
Informal gathering. Sponaored by the World
Student Association Free and open to al.
International Lounge. 17 WMams.
3-4 p.m. - SRC Think Tank
A brtinetorming eeeeion for Imporving the Student Rec Center wi be held Free and open to
at. Hootey Conference Room, Student Rec
Center.
4 p-m. - «RC Select A Sport
Ssa 4 p.m. Monday, Oct. 24 kaang
8 pm. - Pap RaMy
Freddie and Frieda Falcon and the cheerieeders
wi leed mis spirit raising event Sponsored by
Kappa Sigma fraternity and the athletic department. Free and open to al. Union Oval.

taJH.-Ooil
Women'a team hosts Lady Falcon Invitational
Forrest Creason Golf Course.
1:15pjn.-l
See 1:15 p.m. Sunday, Ocl 23 asting
2 pjn. — BorfST
BGSU va. University of Akron. Mickey Cochrane
Raid.
3:30-6:30 p.m. - PubHc Skating
See 3:30 p.m. Saturday. Oct. 15 asting.
4 pja. - Phi EU Sigma Banquet
Dr. Paul Olacamp. University president, wi
apeak. Open to members snd guests with
reservations Grand Baaroom. Union.
7-0 pja. - PubNe Skating
See 3:30 p.m. Saturday. Oct. 15 listing
8:30 pjn. - Social Justice Commrtlee
Mestng Open to al. Fireside Lounge. St.
Thomas Mora Pariah, 425 ThuratJn.

Kappa Sigs ready for CM & 1984
"Bowling Green Olympian Week,"
proclaimed by City Mayor Bruce Besard,
win be held Monday through Saturday (Oct.
24-29).
As s part of their annual philanthropy
protect. Kappa Sigma fraternity will be
sponsoring numerous events throughout
the week in an effort to raise spirits and
$1.000 to benefit the U.S. Olympic team in
1984.
Beginning Monday (Oct. 17) and
continuing through Friday (Oct. 28) S1
raffle tickets wHI be sold on the first floor of
Business Administration from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays. The winners wil be
announced during halftime activities at the
BGSU-Central Michigan football game on
Saturday (Oct. 29).
First prize In the drawing win be a $600
Huffy bicycle that la being used to ride the

The Cleveland Harpsichord Duo. the first of four Artist Series concerts, will perform at
8 p.m. Monday (Oct. 17) In the Bryan Recital Hat of the Moore Musical Arts Center. The
concert is free and open to the public
Lucille Gruber, artist-in-reskjence at Cuyahoga Community College, andJanina Kuzma,
a faculty member at Cleveland State University, are the principals in the duo, which is
devoted to the seldom heard two-harpsichord repertoire.
The duo wlUperfrom music by Francois Couperin. Padre Antonio Soler, Johann Krebs
and W.A. Mozart.

Parents Day tickets still available
Less than 1,300 tickets remain fof the
Nov 5 Parents Day concert featuring
comedian and talk show host David
Brenner. The concert will begin at 8 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.
Only $5 upstairs and downstairs bench
and bleacher seats, and $3 upstairs,
south-end bench and bleacher seats

remain. Tickets may be purchased at the
Mileti Alumni Center from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
weekdays All seats are reserved.
Brenner, perhaps best known for his
guest-hosting of "The Tonight Show," will
perform in-the-round.
Following a successful career as a
writer, producer and director of television
documentaries, Brenner retired from
television production and spent the next
year perfecting his comic routines. Two
months after his first appearance on stage,
he was given his first paying Job.
His debut on "The Tonight Show" in
January 1971 launched Brenner's career.
Within months, he was a sought-after
performer and appeared on the "Ed
Sullivan Show," debuted in the main
showroom of the Sahara Hotel in Las
Vegas and went on tour as the opening act
for Sonny and Cher.
Brenner has been recognized by his
fans and peers for his performing
achievements. In addition to being voted
the "Las Vegas Comedy Star Award" by
his fellow performers, he was also honored
as "Male Comedy Star of the Year" by the
American Guild of Variety Artists.
Joining Brenner on the Parents Day
program will be the award-winning Jazz Lab
Band, performing music from the "Big
Band" era.

Bryan Chamber Series premieres
Fifteen University faculty members wHI
open the 1983-84 Bryan Chamber Series
at 8 p.m. Sunday (Oct. 16) with a
performance in Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
The concert, featuring the diverse
talents of faculty from the University's
College of Musical Arts, is free and open to
the public.

The first piece on the evening's program
win be "Sonata a Quattro" by Johann Josef
Fux. Performers include proiessor David
Mete, flute; professor John Bentley,
oboe; professor Robert Moore, bassoon;
assistant professor Paul Hunt, trombone;
associate professor Alan Smith, cello; and
assistant professor Vincent Corrigan,
harpsichord.

Pop Culture Association to meet
The Midwest Popular Culture
Association will hold its annual meeting
Thursday (Oct. 20) through Saturday (Oct.
22) in the Union.
Walk-in registrations at a fee of $5 will

be accepted before the opening
ceremonies at 1 30 p.m. Thursday on the
third floor of the Union. All events are open
to the public.

Media show set

The Popular Culture Association,
founded in Toledo in 1969, is an
international organization of educators,
students and others interested in the study
of an aspects of life that hold society
together. More than 200 popular culture
scholars and enthusiasts from seven states
are expected to attend the 45 sessions
planned during the three-day meeting.
Among the topics that will be explored
during the sessions are children in
American Culture, detective Action, films
and movie stars, television programming,
and pop music.
For further Information about the
sessions and registration contact
Associate Professor WWam L. Schurk.
meeting coordinator, at 372-2307.

What do 600 color slides, two hours of
high energy rock music and a live drummer
have in common? They are all a part of Rob
Lamp's Rock Music Close Up
This mufti-media presentation about
rock musicians, their music, and their
audiences will take place at 8 p.m.
Thursday (Oct. 20) In 115 Education. The
event, sponsored by University Bible
Studies, is free and open to all.
Drummer Rob Lamp first performed with
the jazz-rock group "Prism" In Columbus
before organizing his own multi-media rock
show. The show comes to the University
after completing a 10-clty Mid-West tour.

WSA, LSU sponsors
Latin-American Night
Latin-American song, dance and food
wiU color the Forum of the Student
Services Building with the culture of
"Fiesta Tropical" during Latin-American
Night, which wiU be held 8-10:30 p.m..
Thursday (Oct. 20).
All events, co-sponsored by the World
Student Association and the Latin Student
Union, are free and open lo all.
Spanish coffee hours will precede the
evening's festivities from 2-4 p.m. In the
International Lounge, 17 Williams. As
always, the gathering provides opportunity
for students of all nationalities to meet
informally.
The evening's entertainment win feature
Aruban folk songs and dances performed
by student and faculty groups. Also, El
Ballet Folkloriko de Toledo will perform
Mexican songs and dances.
Cultures will also be represented in
booths displaying clothes, coins, pictures,
stamps, and other Items from Peru,
Columbia, Mexico, Nicaragua, Aruba and
Venezuela. Food from various LatinAmerican countries will also be available.

Jazz artist Cowell
to perform today
New York jazz pianist and former Toledo
resident Stanley Cowell will present a free
concert at 2:30 p.m. Friday (Oct. 14) in
Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. The performance, sponsored by
the University's Ethnic Cultural Arts
Program, is open to the public
Cowell, an associate professor of jazz
studies at Lehman College in New York
City, received degrees from both Oberlin
College and the University of Michigan. He
Is currently the featured pianist with the
"Health Brothers" and has studied music in
Salzburg, Austria.

Wood lecture set
American nuclear strategic policy since
Hiroshima wiU be the subject of the annual
Eleazer Wood Lecture in Military History at
4:15 p.m. Tuesday (Oct. 25) in the
Community Suite of the Union.
Dr. Jeffry P Kimball, an associate
professor of history at Miami University, will
present the lecture entitled, "Nuclear
Strategy, Deterrence, and First Strike
Weapons, 1945-1983."
The lecture, which is free and open to
the public, Is the eighth in a series honoring
the War of 1812 lieutenant colonel after
whom Wood County is named. It is jointly
sponsored by the University's departments
of history, military science, and aerospace
studies.

game's official footbel 220 miles from
Cental Michigan University to Doyt L. Perry
Stadium on game day. Kappa Sigma
fraternity members wU leave Mt. Pleasant,
Mich. Friday morning (Oct. 28) and
alternate cyclers until they arrive in the
Stadium at 1 p.m. on Saturday (Oct. 29).
Second prize wi be the official game ball.
The University has a rich heritage of
supplying Olympians to the U.S. team
Dave WotBe won the gold medal in the 800
meter run In 1972. In 1976 Falcon hockey
stars Bob Dobek and Doug Ross
participated in the fifth place finish by the
U.S. team and in 1980 Ken Morrow and
Mark Wets were on the team that won the
gold medal. Also In 1980, Scott Hamilton,
the current world figure skating champion,
took fifth place honors.
In addition to fund raising, Kappa Sigma
wH also be raising spirits and support for
the football team with a pep raUy at 6 p.m.
Thursday (Oct. 27) in the Union Oval.
Freddie and Feida Falcon along with the
cheerleaders wiU be present to lead the
crowd in cheering the Falcon squad.
WBGU radio will also be on hand to
broadcast the event live on the air.

Acid rain is topic
of Oct. 21 lecture
Acid rain, one of the most controversial
and most important issus facing the United
States and Canada, is the topic for a
lecture by Ronald Irwin, one of Canada's
leading authorities on the problem, at 1:30
p.m. Friday (Oct. 21) in the Assembly
Room of McFall Center.
Free and open to the public, the lecture
will examine the issues surrounding acid
rain. Irwin is also expected to discuss the
problems surrounding the "clean-up" of
acid rain and the consequences if the
problem is allowed to continue.
Irwin, from Sautt Ste. Marie, Ontario, is
chairman of the House of Commons'
subcomittee on acid rain, which in 1981
issued a report entitled "Still Waters: The
Chilling ReaBty of Acid Rain " The report
described the problem as the greatest
environment?! threat in the history of Canada

Orientation leader
applications available
Orientation leader applications will be
available Wednesday (Oct. 19) through
Thursday (Oct. 27) at the Office of Student
Organizations and New Student Programs,
405 Student Services
Any undergraduate student may apply
for a position. Signups for interviews to be
held Oct. 30 through Nov. 1 must be made
when returning the application.

Pumpkins on sale
Costume parties, trick-or-treat and
ghost stories are aH great Halloween
traditions, but perhaps the greatest
tradition of them all is the jack-o-iantern. A
carved pumpkin with a candle inside can
light up even the spookiest autumn
evening.
To promote the Halloween spirit among
students, the University Charities Board
will be offering pumpkins of all shapes and
sizes lo fit every jack-o-lantern need.
The annual sale will occur from 10 a.m
to 4 p.m. on Wednesday (Oct. 19) in the
Forum of the Student Services Bulking.
Prices range from 50 cents to S3
depending on size.
All proceeds of the sale will be given to a
selected local charity in April. Other fund
raising events planned by the Charities
Board include the Mardl Gras celebration in
February and a bike auction in the spring.

Composition theme for English conference
"Composition and Critical Understanding" will be the theme for the fall meeting of the
College of English Association of Ohio to be hosted by the University on Friday and
Saturday (Oct. 14-15).
English faculty from 130 colleges and universities throughout the state are expected to
attend the conference, which will explore the relationship which should exist between
writing and other activities such as reading, critical thought, literature and the entire
cotege curriculum.
Dr. Lester Barber, chair of the University's department of English, is coordinating the
annual meeting. Barber Is currently the president of the association which has more than
40 member institutions in the state.
Students interested in attending the meeting should contact the English department.
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The Season For
Cider

bg news staWPatrck Sandor

Two cider mills in the area show the tradition
that goes into each jug of cider.
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Laughs At Large

On Campus
Friday magazine is looking for closet comics who would like to contribute humorous
articles for publication. These articles will
be published in the Laughs at Large column, which will periodically appear in
place of the regular humor column. To Say
The Least. All articles will be subject to
review by the Friday staff for content,
length, reader appeal and general writing
points.
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i jder Prince
Gary Reihing, manager of the Coy Cider Mill in Oregon Ohio, is proud to carry-out the
family tradition of turning apples Into the drink of the season.
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On Campus.
Why should or why
shouldn't the legel drinking
age be raised to'21?

Friday magazine vjsiled people on
campus to discuss Stale Issue r."TS
issue, if passed, will raise the state's
drinking age from 19 to 21. The
opinions, as well as the people we
spoke with, varied greatly. Friday
urges all of its readers to solidify their
views on the issues at hand and exercise
their right to vote in the voting booth
in November.

Trad Fritz, freshmen speech and
hearing pathology major.
"I don't think it should be raised. I
don't see what good it is going to do.
It's stupid. You can go to war but you
can't sit down and have a drink.

Maarera Scott, freshman accounting major.
"It shouldn't (be raised) because
there are other things you can do when
you're 18 like vote, so why shouldn't
you be able to drink."

Michael Locey, professor, romance
languages.
"I don't think that neccesarily everybody is adult enough at 18 but I don't
think everybody is too young at 19
either. I think 19 is old enough. Most
people are old enough to handle it at
19, though."
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Sister Marie Therese Morgan, senior
elementary education major.
"It depends on the responsibility of
the individual person. I think anyone
who drinks should be responsible
enough to handle it."

Katy Allgeier, 16-year-old high
school junior.
"I don't think it matters because
people will be able to get alcohol
anyway. The only effect it is going to
have is put people out of business. It's
not going to be much good.

L

Darwin Rowell, ROTC, sophomore
aerotechnology major.
"It should be raised because too
many youngsters are getting involved
in drinking."

Jaime Suggs, freshman international
business major.
"(Drinking) is going to be done
regardless, and it's going to be worse
with fake IDs and people getting in
trouble."

"^X -^

Satan Yahasz, junior radio-lelevision-film major.
"It shouldn't be (raised). I'm from
Pennsylvania where the drinking age is
21 and I've found people can get
alcohol anyway. Besides, car accidents
aren't limited to 18- to 2'year-olds.

Mike Sagroe, junior history major.
"People think the age should be
raised because it will cut down on
drinking (related) accidents, but once
you are in college you should be able to
handle (alcohol) to I don't think it
should be raised."

■1H Mania, sophomore physical
therapy major.
"I don't think it should be raised to
21, they've already raised it a year.
That extra year gives people a time to
think about their drinking habits, that
should be enough.

Bill HoHtter, freshman electronic
technology major.
"I am against raiting it. If I'm 18
years old I'm respcsibie for my actions, I can fight in a war and get
married. If they can take me to court as
an adult, why am I not responsible
enough to drink?
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Sound And Vision

'Chill' Refreshing: Deep, But Not Imposing
by Fab Miller
Eatertaianeat Editor
"The Big Chill" is a welcome return
to a broad style of filmmaking that
seems to have come dangerously close
to slipping away. For this film is about
characters, about people. "The Big
Chill" proves once again that a film
can be rewarding for a large audience
without needing to rely on special
effects, ultraviolence, robots or stunt-

mity, like Nick (William Hurt), only
the married couple, Sarah and Harold
(Glenn Close and Kevin Kline)*seem
truly content with their present lives.
The big confrontation with the past
is illuminated by some very poignant
dialogue. Meg (Mary Kay Place) confesses, "1 no longer know how to
handle myself stoned," after smoking
a joint with Nick. Nick, by the way,
had his masculinity blown off in Vietnam.

This is indeed ironic considering the
film's director/co-writer, Lawrence
Kasdan, wrote the screenplays for
"Raiders of the Lost Ark," " The
Empire Strikes Back" and "Return of
the Jedi." But Kasdan's masterstroke
here is his vivid portrayal of a situation
shared by a strikingly large number of
people in this country.

"I'd hate to think it was all just
fashion," is one of the film's most
stirring lines in looking back on the
60s, a decade of unparalleled social
change. The ensemble cast and welldeveloped characters are able to attack
this issue from a variety of angles. But
like real life, the answers are far from
crystal clear.

The film revolves around eight characters, seven of whom are in their early
30s, who are reunited for the funeral of
a mutual friend. In the process of
struggling to find the reasons their
friend Alex took his own life, they
make some disturbing observations
about their own.

DESPITE THE weighty subject
matter, "The Big Chill" is actually a
comedy.

ASIDE FROM Alex's young girlfriend Chloe (Meg Tilly), the seven
post-war baby boomers use the idealism they felt as college kids in the 60s
as a reference point in comparing their
adult lives. Yet whether they've joined
the establishment — like Michael (Jeff
Goldblum), the conscientious journalist who 00V works for People magazine, and Sam (Tom Berenger), now a
television star — or have attempted to
stay beyond the boundaries of confor-

Kasdan's decision not to dwell on
either the past (thank goodness he
leaves out the flashbacks) or the morbid (Alex's death) helps keep the film
from getting too cumbersome or depressing. Well-timed and unexpected
bursts of humor seem to pop up just
when things appear to be getting too
heavy.
This can be viewed as the characters'
reluctance to put it all on the line, to
fully let go of their emotions. But
ultimately the film asks the viewer to
make his own conclusions about each
of the characters, and the overall
situation they find themselves in.

1. "Total Eclipse of the Heart"
Bonnie Tyler (Columbia)
2."Making Love Out of Nothing at All"
Air Supply (Arista)
3."Islands in the Stream"
Kenny Rogers & Dolly Parton (RCA)
4. "True"
Spandau Ballet (Chrysalis)
S."A11 Night Long"
Lionel Richie (Motown)
6."One Thing Leads to Another"
The Fixx (MCA)
7."King of Pain"
The Police (A&M)
8."Delirious"
Prince (Warner Bros.)
9"Burning Down the House"
Talking Heads (Sire)
lO.'Telefone"
Sheena Easton (EMI-America)

ACTIVITIES
Sculptor

ED PARKER
"Stories My Father Told
Me of Clowns, Buffoons
and Court Jesters"
Alumni Center
Now thru October 21

JAZZ CONCERT
Featuring Pianist
ST/VNLEY
COWELL
Bryan Recital Hall
Friday, October 14
2:30 p.m.
FREE to Public

The cast of The Bit Chill.- JoBeih Williams. Mary Kay Place, Tom Berenger, William
Hurl, Meg Tilly, Glenn Close and Kevin Kline.
"The Big Chill's" soundtrack also
adds more impact to the film than
music has in any film since "Apocalypse Now." The magic of Motown's
cross-cultural soul ("I Heard It
Through The Grapevine," "My Girl,"
"Tracks Of My Tears," "Ain't Too
Proud To Beg") and other 60s gems
("You Can't Always Get What You
Want," "In The Midnight Hour,"
"The Weight," "Gimme Some Lovin'") are so carefully placed that they

l."Svnchronicity"
2. "Thriller"
3."Metal Health"
4."An Innocent Man"
5.'"Flashdance' Soundtrack"
6."Faster than the Speed of Night"
7."Pyromaniaa.
8."Reach the Beach"
9. "Greatest Hits"
10."The Principle of Moments"

considerably enhance the meaning and
dimension of many scenes.
Most importantly, "The Big Chill"
never becomes too imposing in light of
its depth; Kasdan maintains a careful
balance of moods throughout. The fact
that it tugs at the audience's emotions
so effectively never overrides its ability
to be thoroughly entertaining. This
film is a thoughtful and touching work
that strides well past the current standards of popular filmmaking.

The Police (A&M)
Michael Jackson (Epic)
Quiet Riot (Pasha)
Billy Joel (Columbia)
(Casablanca)
Bonnie Tyler (Columbia)
Def Leppard (Mercury)
The Fixx (MCA)
Air Supply (Arista)
Robert Plant (Es Paranza)

ALL STUDENTS
interested in selling advertising
for the
-

NEW campus
Magazine
We will be meeting Monday Oct. 17 at 6:00 P.M. in the Taft Room
located In the Union. If Interested but can't attend call Jennifer at
354-1226
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Sexual Frustration Can Dale's
Be Dealt With,Overcome World.
fcylWAteMT
It's Sunday afternoon and you've just gotten out of bed with the worst
feeling of your life. No, it's not a hangover, though you were up late partying.
, It's not the flu, though you do sort of ache all over. It could be. . . well, it
could be sexual frustration.
The first step in dealing with sexual frustration is identifying the problem.
The condition can often be confused with other, more serious physical
ailments. For instance, the symptoms of sexual frustration could more closely
be associated with rabies, i.e. foaming at the mouth, hot flashes and periods of
sudden rage. Therefore it's important to know whether you have a terminal
disease or are just terminally aroused.
Being able to distinguish between a hallucination and a fantasy is also a plus
in combating this problem. This is crucial because
one accompanies a terribledisease and the other
accompanies a terrible distraction. The nature of
the diversion from reality, however, should be a
dead giveaway. The fantasies that complement a
sexual frustration almost always involve a member
of the opposite sex in some stage of undress.
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Once the condition is diagnosed as sexual
frustration, the real hell begins. Knowing you're
frustrated means worrying about being frustrated.
The key word at this stage is "cope." Suicide is
never the answer. Besides, with the phenomenon
of rigor mortis, death may perpetuate your
problem.
There are two obvious outlets available to the
frustrated individual: sex with a partner, and sex
without a partner. Since the lack of available sex
partners is usually the the cause of sexual frustration in the first place, this usually leaves us only
with the second sexual answer to the frustration
problem. This can be a sticky issue, though, since
any form of relief of sexual tension by an
individual for himself is frowned upon by some
religions and may be against the law in some
states.
However, if carnal knowledge and self-abuse
are not avenues of relieving sexual frustration for
you, there are some outlets for sexual tension that
are non-sexual in nature, yet somewhat effective.
Throwing things can be an immeasurable source
of tension release for some people. Hurling a glass
jar against an outside wall, pitching a plate, or
flinging a cat can be very effective in releasing
tension. Kicking your dog is not advised because
you may hurt it or it may hurt you, depending on
the temperament of your dog.
Turning your stereo up very loud is another
avenue open to the frustrated individual. Care
should be taken, however, to choose the correct
music to be amplified. Jackson Browne's "Hold
Out," "Running On Empty," or "Pretender"
albums are superb choices — "Let's Get Physical," by Olivia Newton-John is not. While Rick
James is usually not considered a safe choice for
helping you forget about your frustration. Air
Supply is generally considered harmless. Prince is
out of the question.
Shouting, beating your head with a telephone
receiver, or any form of exercise can be useful
tools in alleviating sexual frustration. Jogging is a
popular activity among the frustrated in crowd.
Since there are so many sexually tense individuals
out there pounding the pavement, this makes
meeting another frustrated individual while jogging almost a cinch. Thus jogging can also
increase the possibility of relieving your sexual
tension through the first method mentioned in this
story.
It is important to remember that sexual frustration is not a chronic condition. While it can occur
any time there is a scarcity of sex partners, it often
occurs on a Sunday afternoon after a long night of
exposure to a taunting and ultimately untouchable
array of members of the opposite sex.
So take heart. If you're still troubled by sexual
frustration on Monday, Mondays are so bad in
general, you probably won't even notice. And if
you do. . . try taking a cold shower.

When you do it, do it with Style. Heileman's Old Style.
Pure brewed, fully Kraeusenea, for a taste that'll blow you
away. Make it worthwhile—make it Old Style.
Fora UKeokv ir X 2r OM Styta poMw of Kitoad, nnd tlOO kx
MOTOMCVCU POSTER OFFER
500 Third Av»nu« W»«, P.O. Bo« C-34057. SMtBt, W* 98124

Apples And Tradition
Make Cider
A Part Of October
Story by Scott Raymond Carpenter
Photographs by Patrick Sandor

Along with trick or treat,
the making of cider
is a part of Halloween.
MMKOMH

Reminders of the coming of winter
are slowly appearing as autumn's presence prepares us for the dormant
months ahead. Just as the leaves, the
skies, the biting cold mornings and that
feeling in the air tell us winter is on its
way; the taste of apple cider, too, is an
indicator of the changing of seasons.
Making the taste that makes the
season, a Holland, Ohio, man and an
Oregon, Ohio, man are pressing apples
and bottling the sweet juice. They both
know apples and they both know cider,
but the surroundings in which each
practices his craft vary greatly.
Bob MacQueen's 250-acre orchard
makes a large spot on a map of the
small town of Holland. His five farms
produce about 100,000 bushels of
apples which he sells in his own store
and in several large grocery outlets.
MacQeen's Orchard began as 10
acres of apple trees in 1935 and has
grown to become the largest apple
orchard in the greater Toledo area. Its
rows of trees and small farm market
once hosted President Jimmy Carter
and has been spotlighted several times
on local TV stations and in print. The
farm is best know for its yearly Apple
Butter Stir, which was held two weeks
ago.

ON THE other side of the Maumee
River, in Oregon Ohio, Gary Reihing
practices a family tradition as he serves
up apple cider the same way his great
uncle WiUis Coy did in 1900.
The Coy Cider Mill is nested less
pictorily than MacQueen's Orchard,
between a bank and a Pizza Hut.
Though now disguised as a combination gas station-car wash, cider still
flows from the concrete-block building
which became Oregon's second commercial business over 80 years ago.
"It's all run by a 1944 Massey Harris
(tractor)," Reining says. "We started
using it when the '32 International
broke down."
There are definite differences between the two men and the two mills.
While Reihing relies on others to bring
apples to him for pressing in his
commercial mill, and a small amount
to be sold on the premesis, MacQueen
employs 62 migrant workers to pick 18
different varieties of apples from his
trees. MacQueen squeezes out almost
60,000 gallons of cider a year, between
35,000 and 40,000 of which are pressed
in October. Reihing bottles only 3,000
to 4,000 gallons of cider in the few
months a year he runs the mill.

OTHER THAN the sweet taste of
their products, MacQueen's and Reihing's mills are alike, though, in some
ways. They are alike mostly because
MacQueen began producing his cider
in Reihing's mill.
"About five years ago I wasn't sure
if I wanted to continue making cider,
at least not in someone else's mill,"
MacQueen said, "but then I thought,
'you own an orchard, how can you not
make cider?' This is what I grew up
with. This is what I know." Thirty
thousand dollars worth of custom-built
equipment later, he was in business for
himself.
Reihing said he has never thought
about not making cider. At times,
even, he runs the entire mill himself,
while frequently interrupting the process to run outside and pump gas. He
said he feels content in carrying on the
family tradition and has many memories about "the old days."
"This mill here was built during the
depression. People didn't have all the
different kinds of beer and liquor they
do now. They drank cider. What they
call now "hard cider." We would have
people lined up down the road to come
in and sip some cider by an old potbelly
stove we've got down there."

REIHING EXPLAINED that what
is now called cider is unfermented
apple juice. "Back then, when you said
cider you meant the hard kind. Now
cider is classified as hard or sweet,
meaning fermented or not fermented."
Orchard- or gas station-made,
though, cider is still cider.
The process of making cider is uncomplicated. The fresh apples are simply polverized by a rotory of blades
which turns them to mush, or pumy.
The pumy is wrapped in nylon cloth
and squeezed on wooden flats stacked
on top of one another. These flats are
pressed with up to 100 pounds of
pressure.
The difference between apple cider
and apple juice, each of the men
explained, is that cider is purely and
simply squeezed apples. Apple juice
contains preservatives.
"I could make it up and store it two
or three days ahead of time," Reihling
said, "but then it wouldn't be ours."
It's difficult to imagine fall ariving
without bringing with it the sweet taste
of cider. Cider and doughnuts. Cider
cookies. It's part of what makes the
season special.
Lazy summer days may be behind us
and stinging cold ones ahead, but for
now, it's cider season.
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Larry Vermon, ofMacQueen's Orchard, shovels apples into a bin to be pressed into cider
and sold in the farm market on the 250 acre MocQueen farm.

Roger Brown, of MacQueen's Orchard, spreads the apple mush onto the wooden
rackslined with nylon cloth. The juice then filters down over the racks and is
punped into a tank to be bottled.

Larry Vernon bottles the cider lit gallon jugs. MocQueen's Orchard sells about 40,000
gallons of cider during the month of October.
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